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Copper In-Use Stock and Copper Scrap
in the State of Connecticut, USA
Jason Rauch,* Matthew Eckelman,* and Robert Gordon**

abstract
During the summer of 2006, the standing in-use stocks and associated discards of
copper, centered about the year 2000, were quantified for the State of Connecticut.
The methodology, results, and discussion are published here in three parts:
Part A. In-Use Stocks of Copper in the State of Connecticut
Part B. Discard Flows from In-Use Stocks of Copper in the State of Connecticut
Part C. Recycling Rate of Old Scrap Copper in the State of Connecticut
Among the most important and interesting results are as follows:
1) A “bottom-up” assessment of the in-use stocks of copper in the State of Connecticut,
circa 2000, yields an overall result of approximately 540 Gg (thousand metric tons) of
copper, or 157 kg for every person in the State. Buildings make up the largest category
with 53% of the total, with residential buildings as the largest sub-category.
2) The discard flows of copper from in-use stocks were quantified by applying a lifetime
analysis to the in-use stock estimates of copper in Connecticut. A total copper mass of
17 Gg/yr (thousand metric tons per year), or 5.1 kg/(capita*year), was discarded from inuse stocks at the beginning of the 21st century. Renovation and demolition debris
make up the largest category with 36% of the total, followed by waste from electronic
and electrical equipment (26%), transportation (23%), and infrastructure (14%).
3) The recovery rate, recycling efficiency, and recycling rate for copper from in-use stock
discards were quantified for the State of Connecticut for the year 2000. With a
recovery rate of 84%, and recycling efficiency of 75%, the overall recycling rate was
found to be 63%. Neglecting sewage sludge, the lowest recycling rate occurred in end
of-life vehicles and waste from electronic and electrical equipment (45%). A rough
estimate combining this old scrap recycling rate with that of new scrap puts the overall
recycling rate of copper in Connecticut at approximately 70%.

*Center for Industrial Ecology,
Yale University
**Department of Geology and
Geophysics, Yale University
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Part A: In-Use Stocks of Copper in the
State of Connecticut, USA
abstract
A “bottom-up” assessment of the in-use stocks of copper in the State of Connecticut,
circa 2000, yields an overall result of approximately 540 Gg (thousand metric tons) of
copper, or 157 kg for every person in the State. Buildings make up the largest category
with 53% of the total, with residential buildings being the greatest sub-category. The
remaining copper is split among transportation (13%), infrastructure (19%), and
equipment (15%).
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overview
While various societies use metal for different applications, in general it is present in
most technological objects in the modern world. As such, the amount of metal in a
particular area can serve as a proxy for that area’s level of development. Several studies
have attempted to quantify in-use stocks of metals, most utilizing a top-down
economic analysis to arrive at their results. These top-down analyses are the type
favored by government institutions such as the United States Geological Survey (e.g.,
Sullivan et al. 2005). While top-down analyses are necessarily conducted at the national
scale, it is difﬁcult to conduct bottom-up studies over a large area. Place-speciﬁc
information, such as water distribution or electrical utility information, must be
aggregated by hand, as no pre-existing statistics exist that can accurately represent the
amount of in-use metal. Nonetheless, the bottom-up approach offers an alternative
methodology that, in comparison to top-down methodology, can reﬂect upon the
accuracy of the results of each.
Bottom-up studies of metal stocks have been performed for various localities,
notably for the cities of Beijing (Wang 2006) and New Haven, Connecticut
(Drakonakis et al. 2007). Since these analyses focus on urban centers, they are not
necessarily a good reﬂection of state/province or national stocks. They also fail to
include any industry or piece of infrastructure that happens to be outside the city
boundaries. This study evaluates in-use stocks over the larger geographic entity of the
State of Connecticut for the year 2000 in order to identify how bottom-up analyses
may differ depending upon spatial scale.

methods
Each of the four major categories – transportation, buildings, equipment, and
infrastructure – was separated into many subcategories or products, as detailed
below. In general it was necessary to ﬁnd three pieces of information:
1. The number of a certain product existing in Connecticut (e.g.,
refrigerators);
2. The average weight of a product of that type;
3. The metal content of a product of that type.
These data were then multiplied to ﬁnd the total metal stock for that category.
Data were taken from government and published sources where possible. Those data
lacking sources are informed estimates, which were made as a last resort.
The four major categories illustrated in Table 1 were chosen to encompass all parts
of the anthroposphere and to be consistent with previous studies, which both inform
what the categories should be, as well as show how categorical deﬁnitions might be
improved (e.g., Drakonakis et al. 2007).
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Transportation includes anything that provides for its own mobility over long
distances. Automobiles, aircraft, trains, and marine vessels are the major
subcategories. Trailers, railcars, and barges that are pulled are still considered
transportation since mobility over long distances depends upon the ability of the
object to provide for its own mobility. Mobile machinery, such as farm tractors or
backhoes, do not qualify for this category, as transportation over long distances
requires the use of auxiliary mobile equipment such as trailers.
Buildings include all mass within the building envelope providing for building
function, excluding equipment that is not built into the structure. The telephone line
is part of infrastructure until it enters the house, whereupon it becomes part of the
building, and white goods, electronic equipment, and other non-attached items
constitute equipment. Deﬁning the line between built-in and not built-in equipment
is difﬁcult in some cases (e.g., air conditioning exists on a gradient between building
and equipment: central air conditioning, split-level air conditioning, window-unit
portable air conditioning).
Infrastructure includes all structures providing service, including utilities, roads,
bridges, and other elements of the streetscape. The subcategories of infrastructure
often depend signiﬁcantly upon the metal under investigation.
Equipment captures all other stock, and is particularly deﬁned as objects that can
be moved with some assistance (e.g., televisions, microwaves, milling machines) that
are not integral to the structural function of a building (e.g., oil tank) or to the ability
to provide an infrastructural service (e.g., park bench). Equipment may be
subdivided by public use category (residential, commercial, and industrial) or by its
own function (electrical, electronic, and other object). Categorization often depends
upon how the original data are categorized, which is especially true for equipment.
Table 1 Overview of stock categories. Numbers in front of each major category
correspond to its location in the document.
2.1 Transportation
Motor Vehicles
Railway, ship, aircraft
2.2 Buildings
Domestic
Commercial
Industrial
2.3 Equipment
Industrial/Commercial
Domestic
2.4 Infrastructure
Electrical Power
Natural Gas, Water, Streetscape
Telecommunications
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Given the high categorical resolution of this study, data were not prevalent enough
to derive a speciﬁc estimate for the year 2000. In addition, certain estimates, especially
in reference to discard ﬂows (e.g., building demolitions), can be quite erratic from
year to year, so an average of a decade centered on 2000 seemed more appropriate.
However, when data were available for multiple years and data were not erratic
compared to neighboring years, speciﬁc data for 2000 were used. In other cases, data
were unavailable for 2000 and another year had to be relied upon. The values
reported are for the average base year of 2000, allowing for estimates to be drawn and
averaged for the decade about 2000.

2.1

transportation

This category includes all vehicles used to carry people and goods. Cars, trucks,
planes, and trains are counted here, but not the infrastructure that they require. For
example, rolling stock is counted but the physical rails are not. We also count non
resident transportation stock, which are vehicles not owned by people in Connecticut
but that nonetheless spend time within state boundaries. This non-resident stock is
in the form of visiting barges, airplanes in transit, or commuters’ vehicles. The non
resident stock is not added to the ﬁnal total, however, for the reason that if we were
to scale up our estimate, say by performing an in-use stock analysis of Massachusetts,
the non-resident vehicles may be double counted.
The drawback of not including non-resident transportation is that the ﬁnal per
capita metal use in transportation will be a systematic underestimate of the national
per capita metal use, as the large merchant ﬂeet, commercial airliners, and class I
railroad vehicles are numbered on the national level. However, including non
residential transportation stock will still result in an underestimate, as commercial
aircraft in ﬂight or marine vessels not docked in port are in federal or even
international space. No state-scale analysis will ﬁnd these vessels in full, unless
adjustments are made to our non-resident calculations to estimate the time spent in
these federal or international spaces, and then the time allocated to various states is
broken down. It is presently unclear how this would be accomplished in an accurate
way.
2.1.1 Automobiles

The Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) publishes the number of cars
registered in Connecticut. Typical car weights were taken from, among other sources,
Ward’s Motor Vehicle Facts & Figures and the Center for Sustainable Management at
the University of Michigan. Copper content has not changed signiﬁcantly between
1985 (20 kg) and the early 21st century (21 kg) (there is still a relatively low penetration
of copper-intensive hybrid vehicles), so no weighted average copper content was
necessary, given that cars have a lifetime of about 14 years (Stuadinger and Keoleian
2001).
The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) provides the number of private,
public, and commercial light trucks, separated by vehicle type (pickup, SUV, van, etc)
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(BTS republishes a summary of this data). The Center for Transportation Analysis
(CTA), Engineering Science & Technology Division, published weight ranges for
these different types of light truck. However, it was determined that the actual
amount of copper in a road vehicle does not scale by total weight (e.g., 20 kg Cu for
a road tractor, 24 kg Cu for a light truck, and 21 kg Cu for a passenger vehicle), so it
was not necessary to factor in these differences in curb weight.
The number of medium and heavy trucks (including farm tractors and truck
tractors) was found from the Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey of the 2002 Economic
Census for Connecticut, as well as Ward’s Automotive Yearbook 2004. These sources
were averaged for the ﬁnal estimate. An Environmental Product Declaration by Volvo
provided the copper content of a representative medium to heavy truck.
BTS provides numbers for registered commercial semi-trailers and car or farm
trailers. Typical total weights of these trailers were found on online auctions. The
amount of copper in these trailers was estimated to be one and a half kilograms, or
the estimated mass of the copper electrical wiring system. This estimate could use
further reﬁnement, though the overall amount of copper in trailers is expected to
remain relatively low compared to other transportation categories.
BTS was the data source for bus registrations as well. The mass of copper in a bus
was determined from a Volvo environmental product declaration. The number of
registered motorcycles in the state is published by BTS. The CTA gives the number of
registered (and estimated non-registered) snowmobiles in Connecticut (Davis et al.
1999), while the Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection (CT DEP)
gives the number of registered all-terrain vehicles (Lewis 2005). The average weight
of each of these vehicles was determined from interest group websites. The
percentage of copper content was estimated at 1.33%, as determined for various
sources for motorcycles.
Non-Resident

For non-resident vehicles, only cars and trucks were considered. The Connecticut
Department of Transportation (CT DOT) produces data on the number of
commuters traveling into and out of the state daily (CT DOT 2005). Though many
Connecticut residents commute into New York, the net balance is positive by nearly
20,000 vehicles. The percentage of cars versus light trucks is assumed to be equal to
those derived from vehicle registrations. Assuming that each vehicle is within
Connecticut 10 hours per day, ﬁve days a week, the resulting 50 hours was divided by
168 to ﬁnd the weekly fraction of residence. This number was then multiplied by the
fraction of cars or light trucks and the average vehicle copper content weight to ﬁnd
the copper stock in cars commuting into the state.
Data on shipping by truck were collected from the BTS as reported in the 1997 U.S.
Census Commodity Flow Survey, by weight of shipment. These were divided by 15
tons, the average truck weight derived from a report on freight trafﬁc (Beagan and
Grenzeback 2002), to get the number of truck trips. Trucks that delivered goods to or
from Connecticut were assumed to stay over for one day and to be on state highways
for one hour. Data were also collected on the truck trafﬁc between the other New
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England states and the Atlantic Coastal states, under the assumption that these trucks
would drive through Connecticut. These trucks were assumed to make the journey
across the state in two and a half hours. The total number of truck-hours in
Connecticut was divided by the annual total and then multiplied by the typical
copper content of a tractor trailer to ﬁnd the non-resident copper stock in shipping
trucks. The total sum of non-resident stock is published, but we do not add it into
our ﬁnal total for the reasons outlined previously.
Other Vehicle Categories

Other vehicle categories include dealership lots, scrap yards, and non-registered
vehicles. Though the amount of metal contained in these categories can be assessed,
we do not ultimately add the values to our estimate of “in-use” stocks, as we do not
deﬁne them as in-use. Rather, vehicles residing in new dealerships are still in the
market transaction phase between fabrication and in-use. Used vehicles on dealership
lots are also seen as not in-use, but hibernating. Likewise, non-registered vehicles are
presumed to also be in hibernation. Vehicles in scrap yards may or may not be in-use
based upon the deﬁnition, but we place them in the equivalent position of new car
dealerships, that is, in the market transaction phase between in-use and waste
management.
2.1.2 Air

The Federal Aviation Administration records the number of all types of general
aviation aircraft registered in Connecticut, including single, double, and jet engine
planes, helicopters, military aircraft, gliders, and ultralights. Typical weights of planes
were found in online articles and commercial speciﬁcations, helicopter weights from
the National Transportation Safety Board, and glider and ultralight weights from an
online bulletin board. According to an estimate made by the Copper Development
Association (CDA), the average copper content of aircraft is 2%.
Non-Resident

Considering the non-resident stock of aircraft, the BTS reports that 47,479 airplane
departures occurred in Connecticut in 2000. It was assumed that each plane is on the
ground for an average of ﬁve hours, which includes those planes that berth overnight.
Multiplying these two numbers together and dividing by the number of hours in a
year gives the (hypothetical) number of non-resident planes on the ground in the
state at any one time. The typical copper content of a commercial jet was based upon
an estimate by the CDA of a 747-200.
2.1.3 Marine

Motorboat and sailboat registrations were collected from the BTS. It was assumed
that 85% of registered boats are strictly motorboats, while the remaining 15% are
sailboats. The weights of such boats were collected for vessels greater and less than 24
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feet in length from a variety of boating catalogs. These were then averaged to get
appropriate factors for each class of boat. It was assumed that 0.5% of a boat is
composed of copper, contained in the electrical systems, brass hardware, and
antifouling paint.
The City of New Haven has two commercial portage companies: Gateway
Terminal and Buchanan Marine, with a total of 16 tugboats and 34 barges in
residence. As New Haven harbor handles close to half of all shipping trafﬁc in the
state, it is estimated that there are 32 tugboats and 68 barges in residence in
Connecticut ports. An additional 250 barges are owned by Buchanan Marine that do
not reside in any particular harbor, but operate regionally between harbors,
predominantly in Long Island Sound. Since Buchanan Marine is based out of
Connecticut, we add these additional 250 barges to Connecticut’s total. BTS and the
Connecticut Department of Transportation (CT DOT) report on the number of
ferries in the state. Intrastate ferries were counted as fully resident, while interstate
ferries (such as that from Bridgeport, CT to Port Jefferson, NY) were counted as halfresident. Some ferries also make use of tugboats, which were added to the tally above.
Typical weights for tugboats and barges were given by Buchanan Marine Inc.
(Drakonakis et al. 2007). The U.S. Military’s Defense Reutilization and Marketing
Service reports a typical ferry weight of 220 tons. Again, the typical copper content of
marine vessels was assumed to be 0.5%.
In regard to the commercial ﬁshing ﬂeet, the Center for Marine Social Science at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology published data on the number of ﬁshing
boats in different coastal towns in Connecticut (Hall-Arber et al. 2001). The ﬂeet data
are disaggregated by type, including trawlers, lobster pots, gillnets, among others. The
weights of these different boat types were found from online sources, with the “other”
category being assigned the average. Fishing boats were assumed to have 0.5% copper
content.
The military submarine base in Groton contains about one third of the U.S.
submarine ﬂeet. Data on the number, type, and weight of submarines there were
gathered from documents published on the Naval Submarine Base New London
website. The CDA has published the amount of copper in a Triton-class submarine,
90 Mg, and was taken to approximately apply to all submarines.
Non-Resident

Non-resident ships are in the form of tankers and dry cargo ships ofﬂoading into
various ports. The Institute for Water Resources of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
collects and publishes the trips and drafts for each port in the country. Data for
incoming vessels were collected for each port in Connecticut, categorized as
“Passenger/Dry Cargo,” “Tankers,” and “Tugs.” The ﬁrst category was adjusted for the
number of ferry trips, which were collected from each ferry company and subtracted
from the total. The U.S. Coast Guard reported the weight of a typical tanker. The BTS
has a database of all bulk solids cargo ships registered in the country. The average
weight of these registered ships was used for calculations. As above, the copper
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content of these ships was assumed to be 0.5%. Each ship was assumed to have a
residence time of three days, which was divided by 365.25 to ﬁnd the annual fraction
of residence. This fraction of residence was multiplied by the total number of trips
and drafts to ﬁnd the non-resident marine copper stock.
2.1.4 Rail

The Association of American Railroads reports that Connecticut has one “Class I”
railroad, two regional railroads, and ﬁve local railroads. There are also two passenger
rail operators, namely Amtrak and the CT DOT. Data on the number and type of
railcars for Metro North and Shore Line East were collected from the CT DOT. The
local railroads were contacted to ﬁnd the number of locomotives operating in the
state and the average length of each freight train. In addition, the three railroad
museums in Connecticut have at least 29 locomotives on display. The number of
refrigerated rail cars in Connecticut was determined by scaling down the national
total, available from a Securities Exchange Commission ﬁling by the American
Millennium Corporation. It was assumed that only the locomotives and selfpropelled multiple car electric units have signiﬁcant amounts of copper. The CDA
states that there is 4990 kg of copper in a typical diesel-electric locomotive. This value
was applied to all operating locomotives, and every six multiple car units were set to
equal one locomotive, based upon power. Half the locomotive value was arbitrarily
applied to refrigerated rail cars. Museum pieces were assumed to have a negligible
amount of copper, given their general lack of electrical components.
Non-Resident

Rail lines with yards outside of the state but still operating within state boundaries
were considered non-resident. In each case, the hours that each train spends within
Connecticut was assessed from published weekly schedules. These ﬁgures were
divided by 168 hours to get the weekly fraction of residence. This fraction of residence
was multiplied by the amount of copper in a locomotive (assuming one locomotive
per train).

2.2

buildings

Buildings are by far the most common large man-made structures and are vast
repositories of in-use metal stocks. Copper is predominantly used in plumbing and
electrical wiring.
2.2.1 Residential Structures

The 2000 U.S. Census collected and published data on the number of residential
housing units for each state, by the size of the building. The average ﬂoorspace of each
type of building was calculated from detailed records from the City of New Haven
Tax Assessor’s Ofﬁce, which provided information on the size and type of every
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building in the city. These averages were assumed to hold true for buildings across the
state. Multiplying the two numbers gave the total residential floorspace in
Connecticut. The average square footage of mobile homes was taken from the U.S.
Census 1996 American Housing Survey for Hartford.
The copper content in buildings was determined from a Copper Development
Association study on the amount of copper in a typical single-family and multi
family home. This information was thought to be appropriate for residential
buildings up to four units. For larger residential structures (greater than four units),
a power regression was utilized so as to correct for the economies of scale that occur
as buildings get larger. By running a power regression on the Tax Assessor’s Grand
List of New Haven buildings, the amount of copper in any given category (plumbing
tube, building wire, brass goods, other plumbing pieces, and other wire and tube) was
found relative to the size of the building (based upon square footage). The power
series formulas generated by these regressions were then applied to the larger (greater
than four family units) residential structures. These estimates were then summed to
come up with a total amount of copper in buildings in Connecticut.
2.2.2 Residential HVAC

Though the CDA study also publishes a ﬁgure for the copper in “built-in” appliances,
the original study and its categorical deﬁnitions were unavailable. To the best of our
knowledge, built-in appliances constitute furnaces, kitchen sinks, central HVAC, and
may or may not include large white goods appliances such as refrigerators,
dishwashers, and ovens/stoves. In fact, it appears that the deﬁnition of “built-in
appliances” differs widely depending upon the source, from including only the
aforementioned appliances, to including almost all white goods. Because of this
difﬁculty, the “built-in appliances” number was not used, and independent estimates
were made for all copper-containing appliances. Almost all appliances have been
placed in the domestic equipment category, the one exception being for central air
conditioning, since it is essentially built into the structure of the house (and also so
we can keep it with other HVAC equipment such as the plumbing tubes calculated
above that operate as heating pipes).
Refrigeration equipment constitutes a large amount of overall copper use, so heat
pump and air conditioning HVAC equipment was of particular interest. Information
on the number and type of household HVAC equipment was found in the U.S.
Census 1996 American Housing Survey for Hartford. This included furnaces, boilers,
air conditioners, heat pumps, heating stoves, electric heaters, and water heaters. These
numbers were then extrapolated for the entire state. Typical weights of all residential
HVAC units were found from manufacturer speciﬁcations (Ingram’s Water and Air
Equipment; Columbia Boilers; Hammerzone; General Electric; AC Direct; Sears;
Paladin Radiators). The copper content of air conditioners has been thoroughly
studied; we use an average reported value of 24 kg of copper (e.g., Nakamura and
Kondo 2001). The CDA states that the amount of copper in a typical central heat
pump is 22 kg.
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2.2.3 Residential Buildings – Other

Due to the age of the Copper Development Association study (over ten years old), it
is assumed that it does not take into account recent changes in housing technology
that are related to copper usage. One of the largest new areas is Category 5 Ethernet
cable. About 10% of U.S. homes are presently wired with Ethernet cable (Stich and
Chao 2006). This fraction was applied to all Connecticut homes, and the copper
content in the Ethernet system was taken to be the average of a CDA estimate of nine
kilograms and an independent estimate (7.5 kg) based on the typical speciﬁcations of
the gauge of Ethernet cable and the amount laid in a typical single-family residence.
The other appliances that were considered structural were garbage disposals (part
of the plumbing system), and garage door openers (part of the garage door
structure). The American Housing Survey provides information on the number of
households with garbage disposals (about 44% of the total). The amount of copper
in a garbage disposal is estimated by the CDA to be about one kilogram. According
to Mediamark Research (2000), 24% of U.S. households have a garage door opener.
Based upon the copper content in a typical 600 watt motor, the copper content in the
average powered garage door opener was estimated.
The average home does not contain any architectural copper, so a separate
estimate was made to add in the copper used in architectural purposes, such as roofs,
gutters, and fencepost caps. The fraction of residential structures that have copper
roofs was estimated to be .05%, as based on a study of Palo Alto, CA (Palo Alto
RWQCP 2000). The building footprint of all residential structures was derived from
the U.S. Census 1996 American Housing Survey for Hartford, and then the actual roof
area was estimated, based upon a 6/12 pitch. Various sources exist for the mass of
copper roof plating per square foot. We use 1.25 lbs per square foot. To estimate the
amount of copper in other architectural elements beside the roof, the total copper
contained in roofs was doubled, according to evidence provided by the Palo Alto
study.
The ﬁnal building category was Chromated Copper Arsenate (CCA) lumber: 6.4
kg/m2 of CCA is the most common retention treatment, of which 19% is the average
copper fraction of the CCA formulation. With an average sized U.S. deck at 350
square feet (Trex Company, Inc. 2003), it was estimated that an average CCA lumber
deck contains approximately 3.6 kg of copper. It was assumed that 33% of residential
homes have a deck in Connecticut, based upon information on U.S. new home
constructions (Rist 2003).
2.2.4 Commercial Structures

The Energy Information Administration (EIA) of the U.S. Department of Energy
tracks energy use in commercial buildings through its CBECS inventory. It reports
the number of commercial buildings in certain size categories for the New England
Census division. These numbers were scaled by population to Connecticut and
multiplied by the median of each size category to estimate the total ﬂoorspace of
commercial buildings in the state. CBECS also tracks the number of buildings by
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their height, which was used to calculate overall percentages of ﬂoor space in onestory buildings, two-story buildings, etc.
Due to lack of further data, the power series regression formulas derived for
residential structures for various copper components (wiring, plumbing, and other
hardware) were applied to the commercial ﬂoor space numbers. However, since
residential structures likely contain denser deposits of copper in plumbing material,
the ﬁnal value for copper in plumbing was taken to be 2⁄3 of the value derived from the
power regression. This result was averaged with a result derived from the copper
content in a commercial ofﬁce building (Guggemos 2003). Since plumbing and
wiring were the only items assessed, and the number was aggregated, it was split based
upon the residential breakdown between plumbing and wiring derived in our study.
2.2.5 Commercial HVAC

The EIA CBECS report includes chapters on the number and type of HVAC
equipment used in commercial buildings in the New England Census division. These
data were scaled by population to ﬁnd estimates for Connecticut.
For heating, equipment types included heat pumps, furnaces, individual space
heaters, boilers, and packaged heating units. Buildings were grouped by height as
above. The average weights of each unit type were taken from manufacturer
specifications (Lennox; Ingram’s Water and Air Equipment; General Electric;
Heatershop; Burnham Commercial Cast Iron). In the ﬁnal assessment, only heat
pumps were considered, as other heating equipment contains little to no copper. The
fraction of copper in heat pumps was assumed to be the same as that in residential
heat pumps, or 11%.
Cooling unit types included central air conditioners, central chillers, packaged
units, and swamp coolers. Portable air conditioners were considered as commercial
equipment and so were not included in this category. Heat pumps were disregarded
as they function as both heating and cooling units and were accounted for above.
Average weights were taken from manufacturer speciﬁcations (Dunham-Bush;
Thermalcare; Air & Water). Using the fraction of copper in residential central units,
19%, the amount of copper was derived for central air conditioners, chillers, packaged
units, and swamp coolers. For lack of further information, the 19% copper fraction
was applied across all these types of equipment.
Refrigeration data covered walk-in coolers, open cases, and closed cases and
cabinets. The centrally refrigerated case systems only contain copper in the central
cooling unit itself, not in the actual cases. The amount of copper contained in these
systems was assumed to be the same as a motor with the equivalent power
consumption of the central unit, on average about 110 kW (ARAP 2002). Some
refrigerant plumbing may be comprised of copper, but it appears that due to the size
of these systems copper can be prohibitive ﬁnancially, so other cheaper materials are
used instead. The walk-in coolers were assumed to have the same fraction of copper
as refrigerators, or 2.5%.
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2.2.6 Commercial Buildings – Other

The Connecticut Department of Public Safety (CT DPS) Bureau of Elevators has
registered 15,000 elevators in the state, as well as two moving walkways and 421
escalators. Ninety-eight dumbwaiters are registered in New Haven. This number was
scaled up to Connecticut based upon population. The copper content in these
automated mobility systems was estimated based upon power rating of the typical
motor sizes. A typical elevator uses about a 22 kW motor, 75 kW in escalators, and 750
Watts in dumbwaiters. Moving walkways are assumed to have the same power needs
as escalators. Information gathered predominantly from the ABB Company’s
Environmental Product Declarations of various motor sizes was used.
The average commercial structure does not contain any architectural copper, so a
separate estimate was made to add in the copper used in architectural purposes, such
as roofs and gutters. The fraction of commercial structures that have copper roofs was
estimated to be .30%, as based upon a study of Palo Alto, CA (Palo Alto RWQCP
2000). The building footprint of all commercial structures was derived from the 2002
EIA CBECS published micro-data. All roofs were assumed to be ﬂat, which accounts
for most commercial structures, though those structures with copper roofs are likely
sloped. Various sources exist for the mass of copper roof plating per square foot. We
use 1.25 lbs per square foot. To estimate the amount of copper in other architectural
elements beside the roof, the total copper contained in roofs was doubled, according
to evidence provided by the Palo Alto study.
2.2.7 Industrial Structures

The total ﬂoor space of industrial buildings in the state was found using the EIA’s
Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey (MECS), which published the average
floorspace per building NAICS code. The 2002 U.S. Economic Census for
Connecticut provided the number of Connecticut industries by NAICS code. These
were combined and summed to ﬁnd the total industrial ﬂoor space. Industrial
buildings have widely ranging functions and therefore it is difﬁcult to assess metal
content. For lack of better data, the same power regression formulas derived and used
for residential structures were applied to industrial structures. Again, to adjust for the
lower density of copper use, it was assumed industrial structures contain only 33% of
the power regression total for plumbing material. This result was again averaged with
the result using the copper content in a typical commercial building (assume
applicable to industrial buildings) (Guggemos 2003).
2.2.8 Industrial HVAC

The EIA’s MECS also provided information on the amount of energy consumed by
HVAC equipment by industry. Total electricity and gas (but not oil) consumption
was found by summing over all industries. It was assumed that all electricity goes to
air conditioning units, and all gas to furnaces, and that each is used only 150 days out
of the year. The proportion of different air conditioning units (packaged, central, or
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chiller) was taken to be equal to that of commercial buildings, and the typical
electricity consumption per unit for each was found from online sources, the highest
being a 40 kW chiller. Typical weights and copper contents were taken to be as in
commercial buildings.

2.3

equipment

Copper is contained in almost all electric equipment, as well as some non-electric
equipment. While the amount of copper in any one product (e.g., washing machines)
may be small compared to that in automobiles as a whole, the sheer number of
different products makes this category signiﬁcant in terms of total stock. This study
has attempted to include all products that contain signiﬁcant amounts of copper.
However, there are likely many other pieces of equipment that could be included, each
with a small amount of copper, that cannot feasibly be counted at the present time in
a bottom-up study. For this reason, there may be undercounting in this category.
2.3.1 Domestic “White Goods”

This category includes refrigerators, clothes washers, dryers, dishwashers, stoves and
conventional ovens, microwave ovens, and portable air conditioners. Ownership data
for all but microwaves were collected from the 1996 American Household Survey for
Hartford and was extrapolated over the whole state. The weight of products and
copper contents were found from a wide assortment of sources (e.g., Nakamura and
Kondo 2001). The Appliance Recycling Information Center (ARIC) provided the
percentage of U.S. households with microwave ovens, which was assumed to be the
same for Connecticut.
2.3.2 Domestic Electrical and Electronic Appliances

The per capita number of computers, televisions, telephones, and radios is tracked by
the United Nations World Development Indicators reports. It was assumed that
Connecticut ownership trends are identical to those reported for the entire country
of the USA. Typical weights and copper contents were taken from representative
product speciﬁcations and the literature (e.g., Siemers and Vest 1999).
The Federal Communications Commission and Nationmaster record the
percentage of households with ﬁxed line and mobile phone subscriptions. It was
assumed that each household with a ﬁxed telephone connection had an average of 1.5
phones. The average weights and copper content of each type of phone (cellular and
ﬁxed-line) are again available from various sources.
The EIA tracks the energy consumption of residential appliances, including home
ofﬁce equipment such as fax machines and copiers, for the New England region.
These numbers were scaled by population to estimate the number of units in
Connecticut. Negligible amounts of copper are found in fax machines and copiers, as
indicated by environmental product declarations. As such, no copper was added to
the total from these devices.
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2.3.3 Other Residential Equipment

Copper is contained in two other categories of domestic equipment: other small
electric goods, and non-electric goods. Small electric goods included are portable
vacuum cleaners, portable hair dryers, extension cords, sewing machines, stationary
kitchen mixers, electric blenders, food processors, and electric lawnmowers. Other
non-electric goods examined are pots and pans, brass musical instruments, and brass
bullet casings.
Each household was assumed to own eight pots and pans of various sizes. Only
about .4% of the domestic market for pots and pans is copper (Moran 2005). Weights
for pots and pans were found in online catalogs, while the copper content of copper
pots and pans was assumed to be 50%, as most have a stainless steel interior lining.
The Yale STAF project research into the brass cycle provides information on the
total amount of brass produced per year for brass musical instruments in the United
States (circa 2000). Brass instruments were assumed to have a lifetime of about 25
years. Multiplying the mass produced by the lifetime gives an approximation for brass
musical instruments in stock, which is scaled down to Connecticut based upon
population. It is assumed the type of brass is 70% copper.
The brass casing of ammunition comprises about 50% of the weight of the
cartridge, according to a manufacturer of caseless ammunition. The sales of
cartridges in the U.S. have been estimated to be anywhere from 4-9 billion rounds
(e.g., National Resource Council 2004). The average weight of an entire cartridge
(bullet, case, primer, and gunpowder) used in our calculation is 4.54 grams (National
Resource Council 2004). Finally the market share of cartridges with brass casings is
assumed to be about 75%. The total mass of brass in cartridge casings is found by
applying an assumed lifetime of one year to the ammunition sold. The total is scaled
down to Connecticut based upon population, and the brass copper content is 70%.
According to Mediamark Research (2000), 33% of U.S. households own sewing
machines, 4.2% own electric lawnmowers, 25% own a food processor, 51.5% own an
electric blender, and 19.3% own a stationary kitchen mixer. Typical product weights
were found from online catalogs. Copper contents, where not available in the
literature, were based upon the average motor size (watts) of the particular electrical
product.
The average Connecticut household was estimated to have a total of 50 feet worth
of extension cords (average of 14 AWG), with a standard density copper wire.
The American Housing Survey of 1996 for Hartford provided information on the
number of portable air conditioners in a set sub-sample of Connecticut households.
The percent ownership derived from this survey was then scaled to all of Connecticut.
Copper content was available from various sources.
Vacuum cleaners in households were determined based on the percentage of U.S.
households that own a vacuum cleaner. This percentage was multiplied by the
number of occupied housing units in Connecticut (assuming that homes that own or
have access to a vacuum cleaner own one vacuum) to determine the number of
vacuum cleaners. Similarly, the number of hair dryers in households was based on the
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percentage of households that own a hair dryer (Sanchez et al. 1998), multiplied by
the number of occupied households in Connecticut.
2.3.4 Commercial “White Goods”

This category encompasses the same product types as the residential case, but the
locations of commercial white goods are much more diverse. They are found in
educational institutions, hotels, ofﬁces, retail stores, restaurants, laundromats, and
many other commercial establishments. In all cases, the copper contents were taken
to be identical to those given in the residential white goods category.
In order to ﬁnd the number of refrigerators/freezers in educational institutions, an
inventory at Yale University cafeterias was conducted. These numbers were adjusted
for the enrolled student population in Connecticut to ﬁnd the total number owned
by universities. The National Center for Education Statistics reports the number of
primary and secondary schools in the state. It was assumed that each school cafeteria
contains three refrigerators/freezers. It was assumed that 25% of students have a small
refrigerator in their dormitories. This fraction was multiplied by the on-campus
student population to ﬁnd the total number of student-owned refrigerators. The
average number of refrigerators per hotel room was taken from a survey conducted
for the City of New Haven (Rostkowski et al. 2006).
The number of hotel rooms in the state was taken from a variety of sources and
averaged (Energy and Environmental Analysis, Inc. 2005; Cartenson et al. 2001). The
CT DOL reported the total number of employees in the Trade, Finance, Real Estate,
Insurance, Services, and Government sectors. Based on guidance from the Bonneville
Power Administration, a factor of one refrigerator per 50 employees was assumed.
The 2002 Economic Census reports the number of food and beverage stores in
Connecticut. It was assumed that each of these owned one full freezer and ﬁve
refrigerated cases. The Census also reports the number of eating and drinking
establishments in the state, and it was assumed that each owned two refrigerators.
The total number of refrigerator/freezer units was tallied by size category. Typical
weights for each category were derived from manufacturer speciﬁcations (Haier
America; Norlake Refrigeration; Vending 101).
Washing machines and dryers at educational institutions and hotels were
calculated as above. The U.S. Economic Census reports the number of laundromats
in the state; it was assumed that each facility owned 15 washers and dryers each.
Typical product weights were taken from manufacturer specifications
(Edrodynawash; Roper).
The number of commercial dishwashers, stoves, ovens, steamers, and deep fryers
was found for educational institutions and eating and drinking establishments, as for
refrigerators/freezers. It was assumed that each establishment owned one large
dishwasher, two large stoves, and that 20% of institutions owned a deep fryer. Average
weights were derived from the Yale University survey, online sources, and
manufacturer data (e.g., Henry Penn Corporation).
Estimates for microwave ovens were made for hotels, various economic sectors,
and eating and drinking establishments, utilizing the same approach as for
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refrigeration equipment. It was assumed that 15% of students in dormitories own a
microwave oven, that there is one microwave oven per 50 employees in the above
sectors, and that each eating and drinking establishment owns one microwave oven.
Commercial microwave oven weights were averaged from trade articles and
multiplied by the percent copper content of a typical microwave oven.
Ice machine estimates were made for educational institutions as above. The 2002
Economic Census reported the number of groceries, convenience stores, and beer,
wine, and liquor stores. It was assumed that each of these stores owned one machine.
2.3.5 Commercial Electric and Electronic Appliances

The Northeast Product Stewardship Council reported the number of computers used
per employee for various economic sectors. These computer to employee ratios were
multiplied by the number of employees in each sector (as reported by CT DOL) to
ﬁnd the total number of computers in commercial institutions. The Connecticut
Department of Education publishes the number of computers per student for
elementary and secondary schools in the state, as well as the total number of students
enrolled. The number of computers at post-secondary educational institutions was
scaled by student population from the Yale University inventory. Weights and metal
content were assumed to be identical to the residential computers case.
Televisions in hotels, educational institutions, and ofﬁces in various economic
sectors were counted as in the case of refrigerators. It was assumed that these ofﬁces
contained one television per 50 employees. It was also assumed that 25% of students
in dormitories own a television. The Connecticut Hospital Association reported the
number of hospital beds in the state, and it was assumed that there is a television for
each bed. Drinking establishments in Connecticut are assumed to have 1.5 televisions
on average. Weights and metal content were assumed to be identical to the residential
televisions case, above.
The number of telephones was estimated in educational institutions and hotels, as
above. It was assumed that in ofﬁces, the number of telephones and computers were
equal. The average weight of an ofﬁce telephone was assumed to be two kilograms,
slightly higher than the residential case.
Stereos were counted from ofﬁces and eating and drinking establishments, as
above. It was assumed that there is one stereo for every 100 employees in ofﬁces and
that 50% of students in dormitories own a stereo. The average weight of a stereo was
averaged from online catalogs and the copper content is thought to be about three
percent.
The number of portable air conditioners was assumed to be equal to the number
of hotel rooms in the state. Average weight and copper content were taken to be
identical to the residential case.
2.3.6 Other Commercial Equipment

CCA lumber, comprising picnic tables, playgrounds, docks, etc., contains a signiﬁcant
amount of copper. Based upon a study of total CCA stock in Florida (Solo-Gabriele
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2003) scaled to Connecticut’s population, and then subtracting out that CCA lumber
contained in domestic stock, produces the amount of copper contained in the non
residential sector.
The number of nickels and pennies in circulation in the U.S. has been estimated at
8.9 and 140-200 billion, respectively. Using the relative percent breakdown of coins in
circulation, these numbers were used to estimate the circulation of dimes and
quarters. Two estimates were made based upon each number, and then averaged. The
total number of coins in circulation in Connecticut was then found by scaling down
the U.S. total based upon relative GDP’s. The copper content of U.S. coins is available
from the U.S. mint.
The 2002 Economic Census reports the number of automotive repair shops in
Connecticut. Based on weight inventories of auto-body shops, it was assumed that
each shop contained 1000 lbs of tools. An analysis that runs these tools suggests that
about 10 kg Cu are contained in this equipment per establishment.
2.3.7 Industrial Machinery

The National Agricultural Statistics Service provides farm acreage on the farming
sector in Connecticut. It was approximated that each farm owns three large pieces of
machinery. The value of 29 kg Cu published by the CDA as the copper content in a
farm tractor was used for each forest and farm machine. Forestry machinery was
scaled to the number of licensed loggers in the state, as reported by Mount Wachusett
Community College.
The warehousing sector was reported to use one forklift per 8-9 employees
(Schneider 2004). It was assumed that in the manufacturing sector, this factor is one
forklift per 50 employees. Electric forklifts were disaggregated from combustion
engine forklifts, as electric forklifts contain about 63 kg Cu (CDA) versus 30 kg Cu for
a non-electric forklift (assumed to be the same as a construction vehicle).
Approximately half of all forklifts are electric (Schneider 2004).
Unlike large and specialty trucks that travel on roads and therefore require state
license plates and registrations, most heavy construction equipment is brought in to
worksites on ﬂatbed trucks. The only place that the equipment is registered is on the
local tax assessor rolls for personal property, which are often incomplete and difﬁcult
to aggregate. However, the Department of Environmental Protection records the sale
of construction machinery to in-state ﬁrms in order to track air emissions from diesel
engines (CT DEP 2006). The records cover dozers, loaders, excavators, graders, and
articulated trucks over a period of 10 years. The lifetimes of each of these machine
types was found from trade magazine articles (Stewart 2004), allowing for an
estimate of the number of machines at any one time. The amount of copper in a
typical construction vehicle was available as an estimate from the CDA.
For construction cranes, an informal assessment indicates that six large cranes are
in use at any one time, approximately one for each major city. Large cranes were
found to weigh about 300 short tons each. Medium-sized cranes were inventoried
from the major ports and smaller construction projects and were assumed to weigh
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100 short tons each. The amount of copper in a crane was estimated by scaling down
the copper content in a 2000 short ton dragline used in large mining operations based
upon the total mass (10,500 kg Cu for a 300 short ton crane and 3500 kg Cu for a 100
short ton crane).
The metal present in manufacturing machinery was the most difﬁcult category to
estimate with conﬁdence. The largest manufacturing sector in Connecticut is
transportation equipment manufacturing; the second largest manufacturing sector in
Connecticut is fabricated metal products. Three different estimates were used to
estimate the amount of metal in manufacturing machinery and then averaged.
The ﬁrst method utilized data on the number of industrial machines per
employee, gathered from site visits and industry contacts. The two largest
manufacturing sectors (by employee size) were analyzed separately from the rest of
the manufacturing sector. Employee numbers in each sector were available from the
2002 U.S. Economic Census.
The second calculation utilized information from the 14th American Machinist
Survey, which provides a count of the total number of manufacturing machines in
the metal machining manufacturing sectors (SIC codes: 25, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39)
(NMTBA 1991). These sectors comprise the large majority of manufacturing ﬁrms in
the state of Connecticut. The remaining sectors were assessed by using the employee
to machine ratio method. For these ﬁrst two calculations, the typical weights of
metalworking machines were averaged from manufacturer speciﬁcations (Grizzly;
Keko Equipment; Okuma; Kehren; Gleason; Studer; Chevalier) and a copper content
of 14.5% was used (Yale STAF Project). For the American Machinist Survey based
calculation, CNC machines (usually much heavier) were disaggregated from nonCNC machines for the calculation. For other manufacturing sectors, the average
weight of other types of machinery (e.g., electronic, textile) was used, along with a
copper content of two percent (Yale STAF Project).
The ﬁnal calculation utilized information from the 2002 EIA MECS (Energy
Information Agency’s Manufacturers Energy Consumption Survey). Total electricity
consumption for motor drives was available for the entire Northeast region, which was
scaled based upon the number of manufacturing employees to Connecticut. This total
energy consumption was then converted to a copper mass using estimates for the
hours of operation (Lenz 2006) and motor sizes of the machines (Studer, Chevalier).
The ABB Corporation provides a large number of estimates for copper per kW power
for various motor/generator sizes; an average of these motors was used.

2.4

infrastructure

Infrastructure is the last major category of metal stocks. The systems with the most
copper are water distribution and electrical distribution and transmission.
2.4.1 Water Distribution

The Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control (CT DPUC) requires an
annual report of all Class A water companies in the state, which includes sections on
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the length and material type of the pipes in its water supply and distribution systems.
These data were collected for all reporting water companies, the largest of which is
Aquarion, Inc. of Danbury. Using the length of different sizes and types of pipe, as
well as standard pipe thicknesses from ASTM/AWWA standards, a total volume of
each type of material (cast iron, ductile iron, steel, copper etc.) was calculated. This
was multiplied by the density of the material to reach the total mass of metal in the
water pipes. Service connection pipes were also treated in this manner, although an
approximation had to be used for the fraction of service connections composed of
copper, as only two water companies actually broke down the services connections by
material type.
Data were collected on the number of pumps of Class A water companies, public
water supply wells, and private wells. The Connecticut Department of Environmental
Protection (CT DEP) prepared a report for the State Legislature stating that the
number of private wells in use in the state is approximately 250,000 and the number
of public wells, 6,600 (CT DEP 2000). The private well pumps were assumed to have
the copper content of a 1.29 kW sewage pump (the pump type for which copper
content was available that approximates the power of a residential well pump), while
both Class A water company-reported pumps and the public water supply well
pumps were scaled by copper content per kW power. The average power of the Class
A reported-pumps was found from the reports, while the public water supply well
pumps were approximated.
Aircocks and blowoffs are specialized equipment used by water distribution
companies that are constructed of copper. The number and average sizes were found
for New Haven, and then scaled to the state of Connecticut based upon customer base.
2.4.2 Natural Gas Distribution

The National Ofﬁce of Pipeline Safety (OPS) collects information on all natural gas
pipelines in the United States, including the length and material type of each
company’s distribution system. There are four gas companies in Connecticut that
maintain gas pipeline infrastructure. As with the water distribution system, data
about these networks were collected, summed, and multiplied by the pipe thickness
and material density to ﬁnd the total mass of metal in the system. Copper is only
used, if it is used at all, in the service connections. The majority of service
connections are actually built with steel pipe with a diameter between 0.75 and 1.5
inches. Data on the average length of service connections were also available for each
company.
2.4.3 Electric Power Generation

The mass of copper contained in power generating facilities was estimated based
upon the net summer generating capability as reported by the Energy Information
Agency (EIA), which is equivalent to the total generating capacity. A copper content
of 907 kg / MW was used, as estimated by the CDA.
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2.4.4 Electric Power Transmission and Distribution

United Illuminating and Connecticut Light and Power cover 94% of the electricity
transmission and distribution market in Connecticut. From self-reporting and
industry proﬁles, data were collected on the transmission and distribution systems of
United Illuminating (UI), Connecticut Light and Power (CL&P), and Yale University
(David Nudelman at Yale University; Isaac Brickett at UI; Nick Faligno at CL&P;
Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control; Electric Power Research
Institute). The two companies have a stock of about 500 transmission transformers
and 325,000 distribution transformers. In addition, two undersea transmission cables
run from Connecticut to Long Island: half the copper contained in these cables was
assigned to reside in Connecticut. The new Cross-Sound cable running from New
Haven had speciﬁcations published by ABB, while the copper contained in the
Norwalk, CT to Northport, NY cable was provided by Nick Faligno at CL&P. Yale
University, which utilizes almost exclusively copper in all cable and transformers,
provided its own estimate of total copper, as it is an independent distribution system
from UI. UI also performed its own analysis of its electric cable infrastructure to
report a total copper wire length from which the total mass could be found. UI states
that almost all their transformers use aluminum windings, or about 95%.
In general, it is known that almost all aerial cable is made of aluminum, while
almost all underground cable is composed of copper. This rule of thumb was applied
to the CL&P cable infrastructure, containing 5430 miles of underground distribution
cable and 49 miles of underground transmission cable. The cable sizes of CL&P
distribution cable were based upon the ratio of sizes of underground cable reported
for New Haven (Drakonakis et al. 2007). The size of the underground transmission
cable was assumed to be the same as the size of the CL&P undersea Long Island DC
transmission cable. Sixty percent of CL&P transformers have copper windings. To
estimate copper content in transformers, 20 kg of copper in distribution transformers
and 1400 kg of copper in transmission transformers were the averages used.
2.4.5 Rail

Much of the passenger corridor length has been electriﬁed, supported by an overhead
contact system. Exceptions include the line north from New Haven to Hartford and
Springﬁeld, MA, as well as the Waterbury branch of the MetroNorth Railroad. The
total length of electriﬁed track is 142.5 miles. Field investigations observed a simple
overhead contact system, with one contact wire suspended by one messenger wire,
and two sets of tracks on the passenger corridors. The contact and messenger wire
gauge sizes were based upon speciﬁcations published for the Denver passenger rail
system (The Regional Transportation District 2005). Although busbars, grounding
wires, and other copper containing hardware are used in these systems, no clear way
was developed by which to estimate this additional copper. However, evidence from
electrical distribution indicates that this hardware is a relatively insigniﬁcant fraction
relative to the copper contained in the electric cabling.
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2.4.6 Streetscape

According to standards promulgated by the CT DOT, the standard grounding wire
for streetlights and trafﬁc lights is copper. The length of grounding wire was
determined from the height of overhead trafﬁc light, 24 feet from ground level. For
streetlights, a height of 30 feet was assumed. The total number of streetlights in
Connecticut was assumed to be 75% that of Massachusetts, for which an estimate of
the total number of streetlights was available. The total number of trafﬁc lights was
estimated by assuming one trafﬁc light per mile for all roads except interstates. It was
assumed that half of all intersections with trafﬁc lights also have a shorter auxiliary
light, measured at 10 feet. The gauge of copper wire was given in the promulgated CT
DOT standards.
2.4.7 Telecommunications

Trunk or feeder cable in Connecticut is generally ﬁber optic, but the drop cable that
connects to the house is still coaxial cable. However, Comcast stated that the older
trunk and feeder cable system that is composed of coaxial cable is presently left in
place to act as additional bandwidth and a redundant system (Howard 2005). The
DPUC collects data on the total number of customers served by cable companies in
the state (about 1.1 million households). The average length of a dropline was found
to be 100 feet. It was assumed that all dropline is RG-59 type coaxial cable, which has
an inner conducting wire made of copper plated steel of standard diameter, and that
all trunk/feeder line is 625-F type coaxial cable, which has an inner conducting wire
made of copper-plated aluminum. The outer conductor of the RG-59 cable was
assumed to be copper braid.
The total sheath kilometers of telephone cable containing copper pairs in
Connecticut were available from the Electronic ARMIS (Automated Reporting
Management Information System) Filing System (EAFS) database. Also based upon
the database is an estimate for the number of copper pairs (55) in a sheath, which falls
between the 10s and 100s of copper pairs that are informally observed to exist in a
sheath. The calculation then proceeded with the same parameters as used by Dick van
Beers in his Sydney calculation (van Beers and Graedel 2003).

3.
3.1

results
buildings

The in-use stock estimates for copper in buildings are given in Table 2. Buildings
account for about 53% of total copper use in Connecticut (52% if one includes non
resident transportation – see Figures 1 and 2, pp. 33 and 34). The majority of copper
is contained in wiring and plumbing tube. These numbers are the single two largest
reservoirs of copper stock. The wiring calculation takes into account that a small
percentage of buildings use aluminium rather than copper wiring. The plumbing
tube number assumes that about 90% of buildings in New Haven have copper
plumbing tube, according to the national average.
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Table 2 Mass of Cu in Buildings in Connecticut. The first column reports the total copper
stock in megagrams (Mg), while the second column reports the stock in kilograms
(kg) per resident. The first row reports the total, while the following rows show
how that number is subdivided.

BUILDINGS TOTAL
Residential
Wiring
Cat 5 Cable (Ethernet)
Plumbing
Architectural (Rooﬁng, Gutters, etc.)
Chromated Copper Arsenate Decks
Other Hardware
Other HVAC
Garbage Disposals
Garage Door Openers
Commercial
Elevators, Escalators, Dumbwaiters
Wiring
Plumbing
Other Hardware
Other HVAC
Architectural (Rooﬁng, Gutters, etc.)
Industrial
Wiring
Plumbing
Other Hardware
Other HVAC

3.2

Mg
285,619
247,721
117,977
1,147
110,080
1,094
1,654
8,099
6,651
598
421
28,222
208
10,300
7,848
1,911
6,516
1,437
9,677
4,214
1,600
840
3,023

kg/capita
83.9
72.7
34.6
0.3
32.3
0.3
0.5
2.4
2.0
0.2
0.1
8.3
0.1
3.0
2.3
0.6
1.9
0.4
2.8
1.2
0.5
0.2
0.9

transportation

The in-use stock estimates for copper in transportation are given in Table 3. The
transportation sector accounts for approximately 13% of copper use in Connecticut.
Adding in the non-resident transportation brings the total up to 14%. Automobiles
account for most of the transportation end use amount. When taking into account
non-resident transportation, the marine draft vessels and tankers add to the amount
of copper. The non-resident automobile quantity accounts for truck freight trafﬁc as
well as commuters and highway automobile trafﬁc ﬂow.
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Table 3 Mass of Cu in transportation in Connecticut. The first column reports the total
copper stock in megagrams (Mg), while the second column reports the stock in
kilograms (kg) per resident. The first row reports the total, while the following
rows show how that number is subdivided.

TRANSPORTATION TOTAL
Auto
Passenger Vehicles
Light Trucks
Large and Specialty Trucks
Motorcycles
Buses
Other Vehicles
Trailers
Nonresident
Air
in Connecticut
Nonresident
Marine
in Connecticut
Nonresident
Rail
in Connecticut
Nonresident

3.3

Mg
68,686
64,937
42,601
19,687
1,022
129
1,221
10
269
156
65
65
11
3,088
3,088
3,549
596
596
42

kg/capita
20.2
19.1
12.5
5.8
0.3
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.9
0.9
1.0
0.2
0.2
0.0

equipment

The in-use stock estimates for copper in equipment are given in Table 4. Residential,
Commercial, Institutional, and Industrial equipment together account for 15% of
copper use in Connecticut (if non-resident transportation is included). Industrial
equipment accounts for the majority of copper in this category, with industrial
machinery as the largest copper-containing single item. The largest single quantity of
copper in residential equipment is contained in portable air conditioners. Although
copper in commercial and industrial equipment in Connecticut is about 10 kg/capita
larger than in New Haven, it is about 10 kg/capita below the national average
(Drakonakis et al. 2007; Gordon et al. 2006).
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Table 4 Mass of Cu in equipment in Connecticut. The first column reports the total copper
stock in megagrams (Mg), while the second column reports the stock in kilograms
(kg) per resident. The first row reports the total, while the following rows show
how that number is subdivided.

HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT TOTAL
“White Goods”
Refrigerators & Freezers
Clothes Washing Machines
Clothes Dryers
Dishwashers
Stove Ranges & Ovens
Microwave Ovens
Electrical and Electronic
Computers
Televisions
Telephones
Stereos & Radios
Portable Air Conditioners
Vacuum Cleaners
Hair Dryers
Extension Cords
Kitchen Stationary Mixers
Electric Blenders
Food Processors
Electric Lawnmowers
Sewing Machines
Other
Pots & Pans
Brass Bullet Shells
Brass Musical Instruments
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL EQUIPMENT TOTAL
“White Goods” and Electric
Refrigerators & Freezers
Dishwashers
Stove Ranges & Ovens
Clothes Washing Machines
Clothes Dryers
Microwave Ovens
Portable Air Conditioners
Blast Chillers
Ice Machines
Auto Mechanic Tools
Electronic
Computers
Televisions
Telephones
Stereos & Radios
Industrial Machinery and Appliances
Construction & Mining Machinery
Forklifts
Manufacturing Machinery
Farm Machinery
Other
Coinage
Food
Chromated Copper Arsenate Playgrounds,
Docks, Picnic Tables

Mg

kg/capita

30,750
8,648
2,542
1,707
1,267
1,585
757
790
21,844
2,151
1,878
137
1,616
11,695
1,846
288
368
284
847
433
82
219
257
28
105
125
50,166
798
186
48
65
31
5
19
365
52
6
21
1,452
1,317
49
61
25
44,090
290
275
43,133
391
3,826
3,076
0

9.0
2.5
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.2
6.4
0.6
0.6
0.0
0.5
3.4
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
14.7
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
12.9
0.1
0.1
12.7
0.1
1.1
0.9
0.0

750

0.2
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3.4

infrastructure

The in-use stock estimates for copper in buildings are given in Table 5. Infrastructure
accounts for 19% of copper in Connecticut (if non-resident transportation is
included). The largest single quantity of copper resides in the water distribution
system’s service lines. The second largest quantity of copper is contained in electrical
transmission and distribution. Most aerial distribution and transmission cables were
found to be aluminium, as well as almost all of United Illuminating’s transformer
windings.
Table 5 Mass of Cu in infrastructure in Connecticut. The first column reports the total
copper stock in megagrams (Mg), while the second column reports the stock in
kilograms (kg) per resident. The first row reports the total, while the following
rows show how that number is subdivided.

Mg
INFRASTRUCTURE TOTAL
Telecommunications
Cable TV Coaxial Lines
SBC Phone Lines
Electricity
Electricity Transmission & Distribution
Power Stations
Railway Overhead Contact System
Water
Water Mains
Service Lines
Air Cocks & Blow-offs
Natural Gas
Service Lines
Streetscape

3.5

102,151
10,292
784
9,508
39,090
30,275
6,869
1,945
51,396
3,727
47,308
360
1,131
1,131
242

kg/capita
30.0
3.0
0.2
2.8
11.5
8.9
2.0
0.6
15.1
1.1
13.9
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.1

comprehensive results

The categorical results of Tables 2-5 are collected in Table 6. They show totals of
nearly 540 Gg (thousand metric tons) in the State of Connecticut. Figures 1 and 2
display the percentages by category, with and without nonresident transportation. It
is evident from these charts that including non-resident vehicles does not have a
substantial impact on the percent of total copper use. The per capita copper mass
adds up to 157 kg/capita. If nonresident copper is added, the total per capita copper
stock in Connecticut comes to 158 kg/capita.
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Table 6 Total mass of Cu in Connecticut. The first column reports the total copper stock in
megagrams (Mg), while the second column reports the stock in kilograms (kg) per
resident. The last row reports the total, while the preceding rows show how that
number is broken down. Non-resident transportation is not included in the total,
hence the asterisk.

Infrastructure
Electrical Power
Telecommunications
Natural Gas, Water, Streetscape
Buildings
Domestic
Commercial
Industrial
Equipment
Industrial/Commercial
Domestic
Transportation
Motor Vehicles
Rail, Ship, Aircraft
Nonresident Transportation*
Total Resident Cu

Cu
Connecticut
Mg

Cu per
capita
kg/capita

102,991
39,024
10,292
53,674
285,619
247,721
28,222
9,677
78,874
50,055
28,819
68,686
64,937
3,749
3,601
536,170

30
11
3
16
84
73
8
3
23
15
8
20
19
1
1
157

Figure 1 Percentage of copper end use by stock categories. These percentages do not take
into account non-resident transportation.

Connecticut Cu Stocks
(excluding nonresident transportation)
13%

19%
Infrastructure

15%

Buildings
Equipment
Transportation
53%
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Figure 2 Percentage of copper end use by stock categories. These percentages include non
resident transportation data.

Connecticut Cu Stocks
(including nonresident transportation)
Infrastructure
13%

1%

19%
Buildings

15%

Equipment
Transportation
52%

4.

Nonresident
Transportation*

sensitivity and error

A quantitative assessment of error was not applicable to this bottom-up analysis.
There have been calculations of uncertainty for inventories of metal stocks (Lohm et
al. 1997), but these are based upon multiple data points generated from multiple
assessments. Conceivably, each original variable could be assigned an error, and then
the error could be propagated through the calculations. The time required for such
an in-depth error analysis was not available, and it is unclear whether the error
assignments to the original variables would not be arbitrary in themselves. As such, a
qualitative assessment of the perceived conﬁdence in each estimate was assigned
(Appendix A). Each category of in-use stocks has associated errors that are rated low
(0-10%), medium (10-20%) and high (>20%). These ratings are based on data quality
and coverage, the use of informed estimates, and the number of calculation steps.
In addition, a sensitivity analysis was performed to identify the most inﬂuential
input parameters to the stocks calculation on a total mass basis. A perturbation of 10%
was introduced into each input parameter in question and the resulting change in the
mass for that category was recorded. These perturbation masses were then divided by
the total copper stock to ﬁnd the percent change in the overall calculation due to a
10% perturbation in a single input parameter. The amount of copper per residential
structure in wiring and plumbing were the two variables that had by far the most
inﬂuence on the ﬁnal total of copper stock in-use (Table 7).
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Table 7 Sensitivity analysis results of the top 15 influential variables.

Total Copper Stock (kg)
10% perturbation of variables for sensitivity analysis

Mass (kg)
Perturbation

Category
Residential Building Wire Copper Concentration
Residential Building Plumbing Copper Concentration
Water Distribution Service Connection Length
Automobile Copper Content, # Registrations
Light Trucks Copper Content, # Registrations
Industrial Equipment Copper Concentration
CL&P Total Electric Distribution Cable Length
Commercial Building Wire Copper Concentration
Commercial Building Plumbing Copper Concentration
Portable Air Conditioner Copper Content
Phone Line # of Copper Pairs Per Sheath Cable
Residential Building Other Hardware Copper Concentration
Power Generation Station Copper Content
Residential Building Central AC Copper Concentration
Commercial Building Central AC Copper Concentration

5.

545,551,372

14,300,218
12,580,604
4,730,786
4,260,060
1,968,652
1,897,647
1,349,759
1,281,436
1,205,655
1,169,488
921,145
809,884
686,871
621,546
582,239

% Age of
Total
2.62%
2.31%
0.87%
0.78%
0.36%
0.35%
0.25%
0.23%
0.22%
0.21%
0.17%
0.15%
0.13%
0.11%
0.11%

discussion

The amount of copper used per person in Connecticut is above the global average of
58 kg/capita (Kapur 2004). This result is certainly expected due to the higher intensity
of metal and other material use in well-developed countries. Compared to North
America, the per capita values for copper in CT are significantly lower for
infrastructure and equipment, and higher for buildings (Table 8). As with all the
larger spatial scales, the North America methodology that arrives at 170 kg/capita is a
top-down approach (Spatari et al. 2005).
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Table 8 Per capita copper use at different spatial scales. Blank cells indicate a lack of data.
World North America
U.S.
Connecticut New Haven
kg/capita
kg/capita
kg/capita kg/capita
kg/capita
Infrastructure
Building and construction
Plumbing
Wiring
Other Equipment,
Hardware, Structures
(e.g., central air conditioning)
Equipment
Industrial/Commercial
Domestic
Transportation
Motor Vehicles
Rail, Ship, Aircraft
Total
58

68

24
22

170

95
76
32
28

30
84
35
39

48
65
28
25

16
39
26
13
28
16
12
238

14
23
15
8
20
19
1
157

13
13
4
9
11
10
1
136

Connecticut amounts are quite a bit below the U.S. top-down estimates, which
predict 238 kg/capita of copper for each person in the USA (Gordon et al. 2006). This
discrepancy suggests that not all the copper has been accounted for, the top-down
estimate is too high, or Connecticut is below the U.S. average. The likely culprits, if
culprits exist, are the lower values found for industrial equipment, infrastructure, and
non-automotive transportation. The per capita copper stock in industrial equipment
in Connecticut is below the U.S. average (15 kg/capita for Connecticut versus 26
kg/capita for the U.S.). More alarming, however, are the differences between non
automotive transportation (1 kg/capita for Connecticut versus 12 kg/capita for the
U.S.) and between infrastructure (30 kg/capita for Connecticut versus 95 kg/capita for
the U.S.).
The difference between non-automotive transportation estimates may be due to
the fundamental interstate nature of trains, ships, and aircraft. The estimate for
copper in non-resident transportation accounts for vehicles that spend a portion of
their time in CT, but are not registered or owned within the state. With the exception
of trains, both aircraft and ships travel in federal airspace or waterspace once leaving
dock. As such, they would not be accounted for fully, even in a non-resident
calculation, in any state bottom-up analysis. Only a national-scale inventory would
account for the full mass of these objects. However, a quick analysis reveals that the
U.S. per capita stock of copper in these non-resident vehicles only accounts for about
1.5 kg/capita of copper. This includes copper in all commercial aircraft, all shipping
vessels, the entire naval ﬂeet, and all locomotives, which account for the vast majority
of copper in non-automobile transportation. It remains unclear what accounts for
the difference.
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The discrepancy is even larger for infrastructure, wherein either a large reservoir
of copper has been overlooked or miscalculated, the top-down estimate is too high,
or Connecticut is not well-endowed in this category per resident. The problem is
likely a combination of these three scenarios. Similar to transportation, ocean
infrastructure exists that would not be accounted for in any state-level spatial
geographic analysis. However, as was shown for transportation, spatial scale
differences do not account for much of the difference. Variations in the categorical
definitions between top-down and bottom-up estimates may exacerbate the
differences in infrastructure stock.
Compared to New Haven, all values for Connecticut are larger, except for
infrastructure (Drakonakis et al. 2007). Some of the increase may be attributable to
improved methodology that has accomplished a more comprehensive analysis of
metal stock repositories. Increases can also be attributable to the inclusion of a higher
per capita amount of residential building and automobile mass. The wealthier
suburbs of Connecticut contain more cars per capita, as well as larger homes. Cars
and residential homes contain close to half of all the copper in-use. Also included in
Connecticut is the copper contained in the submarines stationed at the Groton naval
station, which are quite dense repositories of copper (~90,000 kg Cu each). The lower
per capita value for infrastructure may be due to the electrical infrastructure in New
Haven being comprised of much more underground cable (and thus copper cable)
than electrical distribution lines in lower density areas (which would tend to be aerial
aluminum cable).

6.

conclusion

With the completion of an in-use stock estimate for Connecticut, enough data have
been generated to examine how spatial scale affects the per capita in-use stock of
copper. In attempting to reason out the differences in per capita copper use, however,
factors related to methodology prevent the totally truthful comparative analysis
between spatial scales. What is in-use copper stock, versus what may rather lay in a
phase of transition (e.g., hibernating stocks, market transaction boxes, or the
deﬁnition of what constitutes “in-use”) may play a signiﬁcant role in the value of the
ﬁnal summation. Often, the categorical deﬁnition of in-use stocks depends upon the
data available. Top-down studies use a different methodology that relies upon
lifetimes to compute in-use stock residence times, as well as relying upon data
aggregated into categories (e.g., business electronics as a part of infrastructure), that
may not make logical sense. However, as a macro approach, top-down studies should
theoretically capture all copper existing in the system. Alternatively, bottom-up
studies may aggregate data into categories in various ways, as long as the underlying
data are at a high enough resolution. Somewhat circumspect lifetime analysis may
also be avoided (e.g., an accurate average lifetime assessment requires that the entire
population ceases to exist at some point; however, a small number of buildings have
existed indeﬁnitely in North America). Bottom-up analyses suffer from their inherent
micro approach; it is quite difﬁcult to capture all copper, as some of it lies in very
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minute quantities in myriad objects deemed to be of too low a concentration of
copper to be worth counting. The aggregate of all these small quantities, however,
may add to a non-negligible amount. Future studies might examine the same spatial
scale using two different methodologies, eliminating methodology as a variable.

acronyms
ARIC
ASTM
AWWA
BTS
CBECS
CCEA
CDA
CTA
CT DEP
CT DOL
CT DOT
CT DPH
CT DPS
CT DPUC
EIA
FHWA
HVAC
JRCP
JEMAI
MECS
NAICS
NASS
OECD
OPS
RWGCP
US EPA
USGS
WEEE

Appliance Recycling Information Center
American Society for Testing and Materials
American Water Works Association
Bureau of Transportation Statistics
Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey
Connecticut Center for Economic Analysis
Copper Development Association
Center for Transportation Analysis
Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection
Connecticut Department of Labor
Connecticut Department of Transportation
Connecticut Department of Public Health
Connecticut Department of Public Safety
Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control
Energy Information Administration
Federal Highway Administration
Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
Jointed Reinforced Concrete Pavement
Japan Environmental Management Association for Industry
Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
North American Industrial Classiﬁcation System
National Agricultural Statistics Service
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
Ofﬁce of Pipeline Safety
Regional Water Quality Control Plant
United States Environmental Protection Agency
United States Geological Survey
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment
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appendix: total detailed results of in-use copper stocks

Weight of Cu
in Connecticut
(Mg)

CT
Cu/capita
(kg/c)

TOTAL

536,170

157

TRANSPORTATION
Auto
Passenger Vehicles
Light Trucks
Large and Specialty Trucks
Motorcycles
Buses
Other Vehicles
Trailers
Nonresident
Air
in Connecticut
Nonresident
Marine
in Connecticut
Nonresident
Rail
in Connecticut
Nonresident
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT
“White Goods”
Refrigerators & Freezers
Clothes Washing Machines
Clothes Dryers
Dishwashers
Stove Ranges & Ovens
Microwave Ovens
Electrical and Electronic
Computers
Televisions
Telephones
Stereos & Radios
Portable Air Conditioners
Vacuum Cleaners
Hair Dryers
Extension Cords
Kitchen Stationary Mixers
Electric Blenders
Food Processors

68,686
64,937
42,601
19,687
1,022
129
1,221
10
269
156
65
65
11
3,088
3,088
3,549
596
596
42
28,819
8,185
2,294
1,491
1,267
1,585
757
790
20,377
2,086
1,644
137
1,616
10,526
1,846
288
368
284
847
433

20.2
19.1
12.5
5.8
0.3
0.0
0.4
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.9
0.9
1.0
0.2
0.2
0.0
8.5
2.4
0.7
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.2
0.2
6.0
0.6
0.5
0.0
0.5
3.1
0.5
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
0.1
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CT %
Total Cu
Use
13%
12.111
7.945
3.672
0.191
0.024
0.228
0.002
0.050

Error Est.
(low <
10% <
US % medium <
Total Cu
30% <
UseEst.
high)
12%
low
low
medium
low
low
medium
high
medium

0.012
0.012

medium
medium

0.576
0.576

medium
medium

0.111
0.111
5%
1.527
0.428
0.278
0.236
0.296
0.141
0.147
3.800
0.389
0.307
0.026
0.301
1.963
0.344
0.054
0.069
0.053
0.158
0.081

medium
high
5%
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
medium
low
medium
high
medium
high
high
high
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Electric Lawnmowers
82
Sewing Machines
219
Other
257
Pots & Pans
28
Brass Bullet Shells
105
Brass Musical Instruments
125
COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
EQUIPMENT
50,055
“White Goods” and Electric
745
Refrigerators & Freezers
174
Dishwashers
48
Stove Ranges & Ovens
65
Clothes Washing Machines
30
Clothes Dryers
5
Microwave Ovens
19
Portable Air Conditioners
329
Blast Chillers
49
Ice Machines
5
Auto Mechanic Tools
21
Electronic
1,394
Computers
1,266
Televisions
43
Telephones
61
Stereos & Radios
25
Industrial Machinery and
Appliances
44,090
Construction & Mining
Machinery
290
Forklifts
275
Manufacturing Machinery
43,133
Farm Machinery
391
Other
3,826
Coinage
3,076
Food
0
Chromated Copper Arsenate
Playgrounds, Docks, Picnic
Tables
750
BUILDINGS
285,619
Residential
247,721
Wiring
117,977
Cat 5 cable (ethernet)
1,147
Plumbing
110,080
Architectural (Rooﬁng,
Gutters, etc.)
1,094
Chromated Copper Arsenate
Decks
1,654
Other Hardware
8,099
Other HVAC
6,651

0.0
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

0.015
0.041
0.048
0.005
0.020
0.023

high
low

14.7
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.4
0.4
0.0
0.0
0.0

9%
0.139
0.032
0.009
0.012
0.006
0.001
0.004
0.061
0.009
0.001
0.004
0.260
0.236
0.008
0.011
0.005

12.9

8.223

0.1
0.1
12.7
0.1
1.1
0.9
0.0

0.054
0.051
8.045
0.073
0.714
0.574
0.000

0.2
83.9
72.7
34.6
0.3
32.3

0.140
53%
46.202
22.004
0.214
20.531

0.3

0.204

medium

0.5
2.4
2.0

0.308
1.510
1.241

medium
low
medium

medium
high
high
11%
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
medium
high
low
medium
low
medium

high
medium
high
high
high
high

medium
32%
low
low
low
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Garbage Disposals
Garage Door Openers
Commercial
Elevators, Escalators,
Dumbwaiters
Wiring
Plumbing
Other Hardware
Other HVAC
Architectural (Rooﬁng,
Gutters, etc.)
Industrial
Wiring
Plumbing
Other Hardware
Other HVAC
INFRASTRUCTURE
Telecommunications
Cable TV Coaxial Lines
SBC Phone Lines
Electricity
Electricity Transmission &
Distribution
Power Stations
Railway Overhead Contact
System
Water
Water Mains
Service Lines
Water Pumps
Air Cocks & Blow-offs
Natural Gas
Service Lines
Streetscape

598
421
28,222

0.2
0.1
8.3

0.112
0.078
5.264

medium
medium

208
10,300
7,848
1,911
6,516

0.1
3.0
2.3
0.6
1.9

0.039
1.921
1.464
0.356
1.215

medium
high
high
high
high

1,437
9,677
4,214
1,600
840
3,023
102,991
10,292
784
9,508
39,024

0.4
2.8
1.2
0.5
0.2
0.9
30.2
3.0
0.2
2.8
11.5

0.268
1.805
0.786
0.298
0.157
0.564
19%
1.920
0.146
1.773
7.278

medium

30,210
6,869

8.9
2.0

5.634
1.281

medium
high

1,945
52,300
3,727
47,308
905
360
1,131
1,131
242

0.6
15.4
1.1
13.9
0.3
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.1

0.363
9.754
0.695
8.823
0.169
0.067
0.211
0.211
0.045

medium
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high
high
40%
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Part B: Discard Flows of Copper from
In-Use Stocks in the State of
Connecticut, USA
abstract
The discard flows of copper from in-use stocks were quantified by applying a lifetime
analysis to the in-use stock estimates of copper in Connecticut. A total copper mass of
17 Gg/yr (thousand metric tons per year), or 5.1 kg/(capita*year), was discarded from inuse stocks at the beginning of the 21st century. Renovation and demolition debris
make up the largest category with 36% of the total, followed by waste from electronic
and electrical equipment (26%), transportation (23%), and infrastructure (14%). The
copper contained in the municipal solid waste stream can be almost entirely ascribed
to one of these other waste categories. The resulting aggregate turnover rate for all
copper in in-use stocks in Connecticut is about 30 years.
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1.

overview

Although the in-use stocks of copper have been quantiﬁed for various spatial scales
ranging from cities to the globe, the discard ﬂows of copper from in-use stocks have
only been quantiﬁed on a national scale by Graedel et al.(2004) and for the cities of
New Haven, CT and Soﬁa, Bulgaria (Dimitrova et al., 2007). Other discard ﬂows of
copper occur from mining activities, processing, and manufacturing. In general,
discards from these categories are labeled either as pollution (if emitted to the
environment), waste (if emitted to the environment in a managed way, such as a
landﬁll), or “new scrap” (generally recycled metal produced from fabrication and
manufacturing activities). Though copper discards generated from in-use stocks may
also occur as pollution or waste, the scrap produced is considered “old scrap.”
Unfortunately, this study of discard ﬂows from in-use stocks for the State of
Connecticut cannot be directly compared to “old scrap” as categorized by the metal
recycling industry without some modiﬁcation. Different nuances in categorization,
such as new clippings of wire and tube in the construction of a house (old scrap in the
metal recycling industry, but not a discard by our deﬁnition of “in-use” stocks), cause
this difﬁculty in comparison. Nonetheless, the numbers presented here are classiﬁed as
old scrap, and can be easily adjusted for comparison to scrap metal statistics for old
scrap, given that all the major nuances are identiﬁed. More details of old scrap
recycling versus discards that are not recovered are discussed in Part C.
The ﬁrst priority in assessing the discard ﬂows out of Connecticut in-use stocks was
to quantify each of the discard streams. Various methodologies can be employed to
assess these discard streams; the three most prominent methods are lifetime analysis
of in-use stocks, scaled estimates (usually from U.S. national data), and actual data.
“Actual data” refers to data collected for Connecticut that can be used to calculate
generated copper discards. For example, the total amount of sewage sludge produced
in Connecticut is known, so a simple ppm value can be applied to estimate the amount
of copper discarded in this stream. An attempt was made to make sure these methods
did not overlap in the underlying calculations, and in the ﬁnal numbers an average of
the lifetime estimates and actual data (where available) was used. Scaled numbers were
only used as a reference.

methodology
2.1 municipal solid waste (msw)
2.

2.1.1 Total Flow

The total mass of generated municipal solid waste was obtained from the
Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection (CT DEP) (CT DEP 2006).
When calculating the metal ﬂow in MSW, one has to make sure not to double-count
waste accounted for in other waste streams such as waste from electronics and
electrical equipment (WEEE) and building debris, as this can be signiﬁcant in some
cases (e.g., for copper). In fact, WEEE is deﬁned by the U.S. EPA as a component of
MSW, not a separate and equal category.
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2.1.2 Copper Content

Previous estimates for the percent copper content of municipal solid waste are 0.05%
(Graedel et al. 2004), 0.02-0.05% (Ayres et al. 2002), and 0.16% (Georgopoulos et al.
2001). However, these estimates appear to overestimate the amount of copper
entering ﬁnal waste incinerators in Connecticut, as Vin Langone of Wheelabrator
(Langone 2005) reported that 0.05% of the municipal waste they receive is non
ferrous metals. Assuming that 40% of the non-ferrous fraction of this municipal solid
waste is comprised of copper (with much of the rest of the non-ferrous fraction as
aluminum, with lower quantities of other metals), one arrives at 0.02% Cu content of
municipal solid waste that is lost into incineration (incinerator ash is landﬁlled).
A calculation applied to data obtained for the Bridgeport, CT Waste to Energy
RESCO facility indicated that copper comprised only 0.0001% of waste, which
appears to be unrealistically low. If both the literature estimates and the Wheelabrator
estimates are assumed to be correct, then the lower fraction of copper in waste
received to be incinerated is due to copper recovery by transfer facilities. Therefore,
the total copper entering the municipal waste stream can be taken as an average of the
literature estimates (as it is unclear from the sources at which point in the municipal
solid waste stream these copper concentrations apply). Due to reasons outlined
below, however, this estimate using the copper fraction of MSW is not used in the
ﬁnal calculation.
Dissecting Graedel et al.’s (2004) Yale Stocks and Flows Project (STAF Project)
0.05% MSW copper content number revealed that most (~70-80%) of the copper is
sourced from metal (as opposed to copper in glass, paper, plastics, etc.). The actual
objects that comprise this “metal” are unknown, but from the bottom-up copper
stock analyses it appears that almost all of the copper is derived either from wiring,
plumbing, or other hardware (renovation debris) or WEEE (electronic and electrical
waste). The only copper containing stocks that are non-WEEE or non-building waste
would be pots and pans, musical instruments, bullet shells, and other random objects
like brass candlesticks. It turns out these other objects do not constitute very much
copper overall (e.g., see Part A of this paper), indicating that most of the MSW copper
fraction is due to WEEE or renovation debris. To avoid double counting, the discard
stream of MSW is adjusted to contain only these other items listed above, while all
WEEE and building debris is relegated to their respective categories (non-WEEE,
non-building debris MSW). As such, we deﬁne the categories by discard source, as
opposed to the waste stream in which they enter.
Accordingly the ﬁnal calculation of copper in municipal solid waste uses not the
percentage (ppm) values of copper contents in municipal solid waste, but rather a
lifetime analysis of the “other objects.” It turns out the total is negligible, and is not
reported in the ﬁnal results.
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2.2

renovation and demolition debris (r&dd)

2.2.1 Total Flow

Discards were calculated two ways for R&DD. Actual data was collected from the
Department of Economic and Community Development statewide reports, where
the annual number of demolition and renovation permits issued in Connecticut was
available. Data from multiple years were used and averaged about the year 2000, as
the number of demolitions can vary from year to year. A lifetime analysis of the
various components of metal stock was also performed.
The analysis of metal stocks provides the percentages of each type of building by
scaling up the Hartford Metropolitan Census (2000). These same totals and
percentages were used for buildings demolished and renovated. That is, if x % of
buildings in Connecticut are single-family homes, then it was assumed that x % of
demolitions were of single-family homes, etc. Using the New Haven Building Grand
list, the average size, in square feet, of each type of building was calculated (e.g., the
average square footage of a single family home in New Haven). These average square
footages were applied to all Connecticut residential structures. The amount of metal
per square foot in these various structures is known from the in-use stock analysis
(see Part A), from which it is straightforward to calculate the total metal discarded
through demolitions. For renovations, a “renovation factor” needs to be assigned; this
factor is essentially how much metal, of total metal in the structure, is removed in an
average renovation. This factor turns out to be highly signiﬁcant when performing a
sensitivity analysis. The factor is set such that the ﬁnal numbers calculated from this
actual data will compare reasonably well with the lifetime analysis.
2.2.2 Copper Content

For the actual data calculation, the same power regression formula generated to
calculate stocks of copper in all buildings in New Haven was used to assess copper
discard ﬂows in Connecticut (Drakonakis et al. 2007). This formula calculates a
certain amount of copper given a certain amount of square feet. Taking the average
square footage of each building class (single family home, multi-family home,
commercial ofﬁce, light industrial, heavy industrial, etc.) and running the number
through the formula gives the amount of copper in the “typical” building in the
building class. Based upon percent breakdowns of what percent of buildings were in
each class, the demolition and renovation permits were disaggregated. The
renovation factor described above was set at 40%, indicating that in a typical
“renovation,” as deﬁned by issuing a renovation permit, 40% of the total copper is
removed (or 40% of the time, all the copper is removed).
In addition to the power regression formula that provides estimates of discarded
copper wiring, plumbing, other hardware, and other built-in appliances, the discard
ﬂow rates for built-in HVAC equipment, mechanical mobility transport (elevators,
escalators, dumbwaiters), architectural copper, and Chromium Copper Arsenate
(CCA) lumber were calculated. A demolished building will have had its central HVAC
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system removed (weighted for the percent of buildings in Connecticut that have central
air). Renovated buildings may also have HVAC systems replaced; it is assumed that 40%
of building renovations (same as above for copper removal) have HVAC replacement.
The elevators, escalators, and dumbwaiters in commercial structures and the
architectural copper and CCA lumber in residential structures follow a similar
calculation (adjusting each for the percent of buildings which contain these objects).
The second calculation ﬁnds discard ﬂows based on lifetimes. Dividing the average
lifetime into the stock of copper in elevators, escalators, and dumbwaiters in
Connecticut results in the discard ﬂow rate. The same approach can be applied to all
other copper stock categories.
An issue arises concerning new clippings produced in construction. Interviews with
local plumbers and electricians suggest that the percent of their copper scrap that is
from new installations may be signiﬁcant (e.g., ~50% of electrician’s scrap, 2% of
plumber’s scrap). Using the numbers generated above for old scrap, new scrap from
construction can be estimated based upon these percentages. However, it was decided
that though the scrap industry treats this scrap as “old scrap,” it is not really scrap from
in-use stocks. For example, copper wire is not considered in-use until it functions to
transport electricity, not when the wire is purchased by the electrician. These new
clippings exist more in the transaction market box that exists between copper
fabrication/manufacturing and copper in-use stocks (see Figure 1). Though existent in
our calculations, these “new clippings” are not included in the ﬁnal numbers.
Figure 1 A simplified version of the anthropogenic metal cycle. Arrows indicate flows,
which are generally accomplished through transactions. The various flows are defined as: α
– rate of extraction of copper-bearing ore, β – rate of flow of refined copper, γ – rate of flow
of copper in products entering use, δ – rate of flow of copper in discarded products, ε – rate
of flow of recycled copper (ε1 for reprocessing, ε2 for direct reuse in products), ι – rate of
flow of copper in reused products, ι – rate of flow of copper to landfills. The emphasis in
the present work is on characterizing and quantifying flows δ, ε, ι, and λ.
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2.3

waste from electrical and electronic equipment (weee)

2.3.1 Total Flow

To calculate all WEEE (residential electronics and appliances, commercial electronics
and appliances, industrial machinery (essentially electric)), an in-use stocks lifetime
model was used. The quantity of in-use electrical and electronics in Connecticut was
divided by each good’s respective lifetime to calculate the quantity that should be
ﬂowing into waste annually. A scaled-down (based upon population) calculation
from real national data was also done to provide a comparison.
The scaled down calculation, used as a reference only, utilizes various sources for
various WEEE categories. For residential electronics, two independent estimates are
made and averaged. A national estimate for the generation of residential electronic
waste is scaled down to Connecticut based upon population, and an estimate of 2.5
lbs/yr discard rate per person in America is scaled up by population (1st method:
Grifﬁn 2005; 2nd method: CT DEP 2006b). For residential electric waste, the mass of
small and large appliances generated in municipal solid waste is scaled down to
Connecticut based upon population from the EPA national municipal solid waste
generation yearly report. For commercial electronic discards, a ratio of residential
electronic waste to commercial electronic waste was derived from statistics generated
by an Iowa WEEE study (Wuf Technologies 2002). The ratio of commercial electronic
stocks to electric stocks was used to ﬁnd the discard ﬂow of commercial electrics
(based upon the discard ﬂow of commercial electronics derived by the method
described above). For industrial electrics, the total U.S. consumption of new
machines was known (NMTBA 1991). Assuming an equal ﬂow in as out (an incorrect
assumption, but accurate to a ﬁrst order estimate), the discard ﬂow of copper in
machinery can be found. Total machinery is scaled up from the metal cutting
machinery covered in the American Machinist survey using the same method as in
calculating in-use stocks (see Part A).
2.3.2 Copper Content

As for in-use stocks, all copper fractions for various goods were derived from a
myriad of sources, as explained for in-use stock estimates in Part A. These fractions
were multiplied by the weights derived from the lifetime calculations and the
residential electronic waste numbers to arrive at the total copper in WEEE.

2.4

end-of-life vehicles (elv)

2.4.1 Total Flow: Automotive

The STAF calculation of ELV used two different methods (actual data and lifetime),
with the third method used only for comparison (scaled). One method followed a
pre-established model from an ELV study conducted by the Center for Sustainable
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Systems at the University of Michigan (Stuadinger and Keoleian 2001). The equation
that was used was
ELVs = vehicles registered in previous year – vehicles registered during
present year + new vehicles registered in present year (1)
To generate a number that is not an outlier because of certain exceptional
circumstances existing in a particular year, this calculation was done for a series of
years (1999-2003). The average was used for the waste ﬂow quantity. The breakdown
of newly registered vehicles was assumed to be the same as that of registered vehicles
in a given year. This actual data calculation utilized registration data for passenger
vehicles (Bureau of Transportation Statistics or The Federal Highway
Administration), light trucks (SUVs, vans, pickups), single unit trucks and tractor
trucks (2002 Economic Census, Vehicle Inventory and Use Survey), and buses,
motorcycles, and trailers. The known number of non-registered vehicles in New
Haven was scaled up to Connecticut based upon population to compose the “other
vehicles” category, though this value was not used in the ﬁnal total, as explained in
Part A. Newly registered vehicle numbers for Connecticut were available as a total
number of trucks, buses, and cars (NADA 2004). This number was broken down
between trucks, buses, and cars by the known registration stocks in-use. This number
was also used to ﬁnd the number of newly registered trailers, motorcycles, and other
vehicles. It was scaled down based upon the proportion of in-use stocks of each type
to the in-use stock of all buses, trucks, and cars.
The second approach applied lifetime analysis. The average lifetime of each type of
vehicle was divided into the total stock of metal in each vehicle category to come up
with the waste ﬂow rate.
A third approach used the ELV study conducted by the Center for Sustainable
Systems at the University of Michigan, utilizing data reported on the U.S. retirement
rate of vehicles (vehicles per year) (Stuadinger and Keoleian 2001). This number was
scaled to Connecticut using U.S. census data of the relative populations. This scaleddown number was used only as a comparison reference.
The values obtained in the actual data (registrations) and lifetime approaches were
then averaged to arrive at the reported discard ﬂow quantity. Note that, as in all copper
discard ﬂows, the generation of Connecticut’s copper discards is calculated without
regard to geographic destination. Some motor vehicles may very well be dismantled in
Connecticut, but others could be shipped out of state for processing elsewhere.
2.4.2 Total Flow: Aircraft

An actual data calculation based upon registrations could not be derived because the
number of newly registered aircraft in Connecticut was unavailable (all aircraft are
registered on a federal level). As such only a lifetime analysis was performed. The
number of aircraft entering the waste stream was assumed to be of the same
breakdown as the aircraft in stock. That is, the same percentage of aircraft that are
single engine airplanes was used to calculate the number of aircraft entering waste
that are single engine airplanes. The average lifetime of aircraft (15 years as reported
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by the Nickel Institute) was divided into the total stock of metal to arrive at this
second estimate of aircraft metal ﬂow rate.
The scaled calculation, used for comparison purposes only, utilized a ratio of
projected (2010) General Aviation aircraft retirement to the projected (2010) total
number of General Aviation aircraft (Hollinger et al. 2006). This ratio was applied to
the total number of aircraft in Connecticut.
2.4.3 Total Flow: Marine

An actual data calculation was performed for marine vessels, in addition to a lifetime
calculation. The number of registered marine vessels in Connecticut is available from
the Bureau of Transportation Statistics and the U.S. Coast Guard Boating Safety
division. The number of newly registered recreational boats in Connecticut was
derived by scaling the U.S. number of total new boats sold by the total sales of boats
in Connecticut relative to the total sales of recreational boats in the U.S. (NMMA
2002). Again equation (1) was used. The present replacement rate of Navy submarines
is 1.5 submarines per year, and scaled to Connecticut, based upon the total U.S.
submarine ﬂeet relative to the ﬂeet residing in Connecticut, is 0.5 submarines a year.
Data were unavailable for discarded or newly purchased ﬁshing ﬂeet, barges, tugs, and
ferry vessels. As such, the total ﬂow of copper was scaled up based upon the
proportion of in-use stocks of these vessels relative to submarines and recreational
boats.
The calculation of metal in end-of-life marine vessels was also calculated using a
lifetime model. The total metal in in-use stock was calculated in the stocks portion of
the project. Based on an average lifetime of marine vessels (35 years according to the
Nickel Institute), the ﬂow of metal into waste annually was calculated.
The scaled calculation, used for comparison purposes only, utilized the scrappage
rate of the world ﬂeet >1000 GRT, which is 1% of total stock (Corbett and Fischbeck
1998). This is applied to the in-use stock of Connecticut marine vessels.
2.4.4 Total Flow: Rail

No data were found or produced to ﬁnd the real number of discarded locomotives.
As such, only a lifetime analysis could be performed. The average lifetime of a
present-day U.S. locomotive is estimated at 35 years (Florez 2003).
The scaled calculation, used for comparison purposes only, utilizes the fraction of
scrapped railcars in the U.S. to the fraction of total railcars in the U.S., assumes the same
ratio for locomotives, and applies it to the total number of locomotives in Connecticut
derived from the in-use stock portion of this project (U.S. EPA 1996; SEC 1999).
2.4.5 Copper Content: Automotive

For the actual data calculation, the quantity of each type of vehicle was multiplied by
its respective weight of copper per vehicle, as determined in the stocks portion of the
project. The lifetime analysis and scaled calculation utilize the copper in-use stock
quantities (see Part A).
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2.4.6 Copper Content: Air

The lifetime analysis and scaled calculation utilize the copper in-use stock quantities
(see Part A).
2.4.7 Copper Content: Marine

For the actual data calculation, the percent copper content of marine vessels, applied
to all vessels, was 0.05% of total mass (see Part A). A separate number was used only
for submarines, where an actual quantity of copper is known. The lifetime analysis
and scaled calculation utilize the copper in-use stock quantities determined in the inuse stock portion of the project.
2.4.8 Copper Content: Rail

The lifetime analysis and scaled calculation utilize the copper in-use stock quantities
determined in the in-use stock portion of the project.

2.5

sewage sludge (ss)

2.5.1 Total Flow

Sewage sludge statistics, including calculation methodology, were provided by the
Connecticut DEP (Nestico 2006). Combined sewage overﬂows were also assessed.
2.5.2 Copper Content

A recent study on the content of metals in New Haven Harbor (Rozan and Benoit
2001) included an analysis of copper in sewage sludge. The methods of sampling and
analysis of sewage sludge and water are described in the paper. The New Haven
sewage system is not completely closed, but, like other older cities, combines its
sewage with water run-off from city streets. All water is usually treated, but in storm
events sewer sludge and water run-off are allowed to overﬂow in combined sewer
overﬂows (CSO), bypassing any treatment. Therefore, to cover all sewage discharge,
these combined sewer overﬂows were also analyzed for copper content. The New
Haven CSO value was then scaled up to all of Connecticut based upon the fraction of
total CSOs that exist in New Haven relative to all of Connecticut. Copper in sewage
sludge was not scaled up from the New Haven study, but rather taken as a ppm value
of total sewage sludge generated in Connecticut. Copper in sewage sludge can vary
signiﬁcantly, ranging from 50 ppm to 1000 ppm or more. The value taken in this
study is the estimated U.S. average of 991 ug/g (ppm) (Georgopoulos et al. 2001). The
summation of the copper ﬂow rate reported for sewage sludge and the copper ﬂow
rate of combined sewer overﬂows is the quantity reported in this report.
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2.6

infrastructural discards

2.6.1 Total Flow

Infrastructural discards account for all discards leaving infrastructural stock. Some
actual data was collected, but remains incomplete enough that a full calculation could
not be completed. As such, a lifetime analysis was used, wherein each metal stock
category was given a lifetime so as to derive the discard rate.
2.6.2 Copper Content

The copper stock values are derived from the in-use stock portion of this project.

2.7

hazardous waste (hw)

The Biennial Reporting System (BRS) Database (available through the U.S. Federal
EPA or the Right-to-Know Network) can be analyzed for metal containing hazardous
waste generated in Connecticut between the years 1996-2003.
According to the EPA and the BRS, the only copper-containing hazardous waste is
copper cyanide. Copper cyanide is almost always lumped in with other cyanides in
the reporting system, so it is very difﬁcult to tease out how much of the total cyanide
mass is composed of copper cyanide. The attempt to tweak this apart has not been
made in this study of Connecticut, and as a very low relative quantity (see New Haven
discard ﬂow results in Dimitrova et al., 2007), it was deemed unnecessary to spend the
time on it. Thus, copper in hazardous waste is not reported.

2.8

industrial waste (iw)

The Toxic Release Inventory Database (TRI) can be queried for individual metals to
compile releases from large generators. The report produced by each query provided
the total weight of metal released by each applicable facility in Connecticut and the
type of release (air, water, landﬁll/disposal surface impoundment). Alternatively,
copper release by all facilities in Connecticut can be found in a single query.
Since the TRI report provided weight of copper speciﬁcally, there was no copperspeciﬁc methodology for this waste ﬂow. This copper discard is technically new scrap,
and is not from in-use stocks. As such, like new clippings, the data is available and
recorded, but it is not included in the ﬁnal calculations for in-use copper stock
discards.

3.

results

All the numbers reported below are total copper mass discarded from in-use stocks.
More copper enters the waste stream than is reported below (e.g., from
manufacturing waste or construction debris). However, the origin is not in-use
stocks, so it is not assessed. Nor is the destination of copper assessed. However, to the
extent that the destination matters for quantifying the recovery or loss of copper, the
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destination is taken into account. Recovery and loss of copper is reported in Part C of
this paper. No municipal solid waste ﬂow is reported, as essentially all the copper
discarded is contained within building waste or WEEE.

3.1

renovation and demolition debris

The results for renovation and demolition are given in Table 1. Renovation and
demolition debris account for 36% of copper waste generated from in-stock discards
in Connecticut. It is difﬁcult to assess whether this is an overestimate or an
underestimate due to the methodology used. Since the demolition and renovation of
buildings were assumed to have the same breakdown as buildings in stock, this
quantity may be an overestimate or an underestimate if demolitions and renovations
were predominantly of one type of building. Secondly, the calculation of waste from
renovation may not be precise. Since generation of renovation and demolition waste
is calculated on a per square foot basis, in order to accurately calculate the waste
generated from renovation, the area of renovation is necessary. In this study, the area
was estimated to be a fraction of the building size (40%). Though wiring is a large
proportion of new scrap produced (60% of wire scrap is estimated to be new
cuttings), it is not included in this inventory as it originates predominantly during
construction, and thus never technically enters use (use as deﬁned by providing the
designed service of carrying electricity).
Table 1

The first column is the mass of copper per year in renovation and demolition
waste in Connecticut in megagrams (Mg). The second column represents the
copper flow in kg per capita per year.

RENOVATION & DEMOLITION DEBRIS
Wiring
Plumbing
Other Hardware
HVAC
Elevators, Escalators, Dumbwaiters
Architectural (rooﬁng, gutters, etc)
Other Built-in Appliances
Chromated Copper Arsenate Lumber

3.2

Mg/year
6228.4
1888.5
2034.0
444.3
708.6
6.7
6.8
1101.6
37.8

kg/ (capita*year)
1.8
0.6
0.6
0.1
0.2
0.0
0.0
0.3
0.0

waste from electrical and electronic equipment

The results for Waste from Electrical and Electronic Equipment (WEEE) are given in
Table 2. WEEE accounts for 26% of the total copper discards generated from in-use
stocks in Connecticut. Residential electrics, primarily comprised of copper in white
goods, are the largest copper discard stream.
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Table 2 The first column reports the amount of copper in Waste from Electrical and
Electronic Equipment in Connecticut in megagrams per year (Mg). The second
column indicates these values on a per capita basis.
Mg/year
HOUSEHOLD WEEE
Residential Electrics (WEEE)
Residential Electronics (WEEE)
COMMERCIAL WEEE
Electrics
Electronics
OBSOLETE MACHINERY (Industrial WEEE)
Industrial Machinery and Appliances

3.3

2609.1
2007.5
601.6
204.5
61.0
143.6
1725.3
1725.3

kg/(capita*yr)
0.8
0.6
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0
0.5
0.5

end-of-life vehicles

The results for End-of-Life Vehicles (ELV) are given in Table 3. ELVs account for 23%
of total copper discard generation from Connecticut in-use stocks. We must note the
issue of resident and non-resident vehicles. Vehicles that travel through but do not
permanently reside in and are not registered in Connecticut are not considered in the
ELV calculation. Therefore, many large vehicles including marine vessels, railcars, and
large aircraft are not considered in the waste calculation. The ELV calculation here
cannot simply be scaled up to a national average.
Table 3 The first column reports the amount of copper from End-of-Life Vehicles in
Connecticut in megagrams per year (Mg). The second column indicates these
values on a per capita basis.

TRANSPORTATION (End-of-Life Vehicles)
Auto Vehicles
Air
Marine
Rail

3.4

Mg/year

kg/(capita*yr)

4020.2
3916.8
3.5
93.8
15.7

1.2
1.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

sewage sludge

As shown in Table 4, very little copper is discarded from Connecticut through this
medium. The total number reported includes both copper contained in sewage
sludge and that copper which is estimated to escape treatment due to Connecticut’s
old combined sewage overﬂow systems.
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Table 4 The first column reports the amount of copper from Sewage Sludge in
Connecticut in megagrams per year (Mg). The second column indicates these
values on a per capita basis.

Mg/year

kg/(capita*yr)

107

0.0

SEWAGE SLUDGE

3.5

infrastructural discards

The results for infrastructural discards are presented in Table 5. Infrastructural
discards account for 14% of total copper discards from Connecticut’s in-use stock. No
new scrap from infrastructure renovation or installation is included.
Table 5 The first column reports the amount of copper from infrastructural discards in
Connecticut in megagrams per year (Mg). The second column indicates these
values on a per capita basis.

INFRASTRUCTURAL DISCARDS
Electrical Power Cable
Transformers
Railway Overhead Contact System Wire
Power Plant Generators
Telecommunication Cable
Water Distribution Pipe
Natural Gas Distribution Pipe
Streetscape Electrical Wire

3.6

Mg/year

kg/(capita*yr)

2354.1
524.4
91.2
343.4
55.6
263.6
1046.0
22.6
7.3

0.7
0.2
0.0
0.1
0.0
0.1
0.3
0.0
0.0

comprehensive results

The overall results for in-use stock discards from Connecticut, circa 2000, are
presented in Table 6. A total of 17 Gg/year, or 5.1 kg/(capita*year), of copper is
discarded from in-use stocks. The highest single category of discards is motor
vehicles, although the largest overall category is renovation and demolition debris.
The relative size of the categories can be observed in Figure 2.
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Table 6 The first column reports the amount of copper discarded from Connecticut in
megagrams per year (Mg). The second column indicates these values on a per
capita basis (kg/(capita*year)).

Sewage Sludge (SS)
Infrastructural Discards
Renovation & Demolition Debris (R&DD)
Wire
Plumbing
Other
Waste from Electrical and other Electronic
Equipment (WEEE)
Commercial
Domestic
Industrial
End-of-Life Vehicles (ELV)
Motor Vehicles
Rail, Ship, Aircraft
Total Discard from In-Use Stocks

Cu ﬂow out of
in-use stocks
Mg/yr

Cu ﬂow out of
in-use stocks
per capita
kg/(capita*yr)

107
2,354
6,228
1,888
2,034
2,306

0.0
0.7
1.8
0.6
0.6
0.7

4,539
205
2,609
1,725
-4,030
3,917
113

1.3
0.1
0.8
0.5
1.2
1.2
0.0

17,258

5.1

Figure 2 Percentage of copper waste flows by waste category.

Connecticut In-Use Copper Stock Discard Flows:

1%

Sewage Sludge (SS)
Infrastructural Discards

14%

23%

Renovation & Demolition
Debris (R&DD)
Waste from Electrical
and other Electronic
Equipment (WEEE)
36%

End of Life Vehicles
(ELV)

26%
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The largest discard ﬂow from in-use stocks is renovation and demolition waste.
This result seems reasonable since buildings constitute over 50% of in-use copper
stocks. Municipal solid waste contains almost no extra copper metal that is not
attributable to other waste categories (R&DD, IW, WEEE), and thus is not included
here. WEEE is the next largest amount of copper discards. Industrial machinery and
white good electric discards contain the majority of copper in this discard stream, as
copper in electronic waste only accounts for about 5% of the total copper discarded
in WEEE.

4.

error

The analysis of discard ﬂows is not conducive to an error analysis because of the lack
of multiple data points for a single estimate, and the unknown starting error of the
in-use stock estimates, from which much of the calculations are based. The waste
streams in which two methods were used, lifetimes of in-use stocks and actual data,
provide independent estimates that were averaged for the ﬁnal results. Table 7 reports
values obtained from each method, allowing for comparison. Additional waste
streams may have been able to produce further actual data if more time was available
(e.g., as in Soﬁa, Bulgaria – see Dimitrova et al. 2007).
Table 7 Comparison of actual data with lifetime estimates. Blank areas indicate no actual
data were available.

RENOVATION & DEMOLITION
DEBRIS
Wiring
Plumbing
Other Hardware
HVAC
Elevators, Escalators,
Dumbwaiters
Architectural (rooﬁng,
gutters, etc)
Other Built-in Appliances
Chromated Copper Arsenate
Lumber
TRANSPORTATION (End-of-Life Vehicles)
Auto Vehicles
Air
Marine
Rail

Cu Outﬂow
(Mg/yr)
Lifetime

Cu Outﬂow
(Mg/yr)
Real

Cu Outﬂow
(Mg/yr)
Average

7943.1
1877.8
2390.6
723.3
1079.9

4513.6
1899.2
1677.4
165.3
337.3

6228.4
1888.5
2034.0
444.3
708.6

6.9

6.5

6.7

10.9
1787.5

2.8
415.7

6.8
1101.6

66.1
4623.4
4527.9
3.5
76.3
15.7

9.4
3417.1
3305.8

37.8
4020.2
3916.8
3.5
93.8
15.7
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R&DD lifetime and actual data estimates vary depending upon the category of
interest. The caveat in the actual data results for R&DD is the very high sensitivity of
the numbers to the fraction of copper removed in any given renovation (or removed
overall in an aggregate total of renovations). Presently, the fraction is set to 40%,
however, this is only a guess, and is picked such that the largest discard categories
(wiring and plumbing) roughly match the discard results based upon lifetimes. As
such, the relative proportion of copper in each R&DD category is what is ﬁxed, and
thus is used to set an average reported result.
Transportation is the other category in which actual data on generation of copper
discards were available. This is the one area in which actual data can be compared
with lifetimes, and it appears that estimates can vary by as much as 50%.

5.

discussion

The discard ﬂow of copper reported for Connecticut is difﬁcult to compare to
industry statistics on copper scrap generation. The discarded copper reported here is
only from in-use stocks, and so constitutes only old scrap. Yet even “old scrap,”
although it is a more accurate deﬁnition of the copper discarded, is a misnomer, since
some “old scrap” as deﬁned by the metal recycling industry would be considered new
scrap from our perspective. The clippings generated from wire installed into new
homes are received by metal collectors and deﬁned as old scrap, as these clippings are
fairly indistinguishable (albeit shorter) from wire collected from demolitions. From
the perspective of material ﬂow analysis, however, these clippings from new wire only
have a lifetime of a couple of months, and have never provided the intended service
of transporting electricity. These clippings have never really entered use. Finally, scrap
is that metal which is recovered for recycling, as opposed to the quantiﬁcation of total
copper generation. Part C calculates the mass of copper recovered and recycled versus
that copper which is lost.
Comparison to other spatial scales is depicted in Table 8. The amount of copper
generated from in-use stocks in New Haven, 460 Mg/yr or 3.7 kg/(capita*yr), is below
that for Connecticut (Dimitrova et al. 2007). Some of this difference may have to do
with the higher per capita stock of copper in residential buildings in Connecticut as
opposed to New Haven. The more total copper in-use, the more potential for a high
discard ﬂow. The higher per capita ﬂow from ELV may also play a role. When
compared to the multilevel top-down study of copper ﬂows, New Haven appears
to be approximately equal to the national average (3.9 kg/(capita*yr)), while
Connecticut is higher (Gerst, unpublished). Drilling into the numbers shows that
large disagreements occur between the magnitudes of WEEE and building wastes
between Connecticut and the U.S. as a whole. These disagreements are likely due to
different ways of categorizing what goes into each underlying waste stream, since the
overall total stock discard magnitude appears to be similar. For instance, wire debris
from renovation and demolition is categorized as a building waste in the bottom-up
calculations of New Haven and Connecticut, but may be relegated to WEEE in the
top-down model.
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Table 8 Spatial comparison of discard flows from in-use stocks, circa 2000. Blank areas
indicate no data were available.
Spatial Comparison
World
kg/(capita*yr)

Sewage Sludge (SS)
Infrastructural Waste
Renovation & Demolition
Debris (R&DD)
Waste from Electrical and
other Electronic
Equipment (WEEE)
End of Life Vehicles (ELV)
Total

6.

2.1

North America
USA
Connecticut
New Haven
kg/(capita*yr) kg/(capita*yr) kg/(capita*yr) kg/(capita*yr)

0.0
0.1

0.0
0.1

0.0
0.7

0.0
0.5

0.2

0.2

1.8

1.5

2.2
0.6
3.1

2.8
0.7
3.9

1.3
1.2
5.1

0.9
0.7
3.7

conclusion

This study reveals that the copper discarded from Connecticut’s in-use copper stocks
is one of the highest in the world on a per capita basis. Given that Connecticut is one
of the wealthier states in the USA, it may be evident that the discard of this valuable
metal may occur more readily. However, wealth is no reason to squander a valuable
resource. The efﬁciency of copper recovery in Connecticut is outlined in Part C, but
it should be kept in mind that the cost to continue to use in-use copper may be less
than the cost to discard, replace, and recycle it.
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acronyms
ARIC
ASTM
AWWA
BTS
CBECS
CCEA
CDA
CTA
CT DEP
CT DOL
CT DOT
CT DPH
CT DPS
CT DPUC
EIA
FHWA
HVAC
JRCP
JEMAI
MECS
NAICS
NASS
OPS
RWGCP
US EPA
USGS
WEEE

Appliance Recycling Information Center
American Society for Testing and Materials
American Water Works Association
Bureau of Transportation Statistics
Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey
Connecticut Center for Economic Analysis
Copper Development Association
Center for Transportation Analysis
Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection
Connecticut Department of Labor
Connecticut Department of Transportation
Connecticut Department of Public Health
Connecticut Department of Public Safety
Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control
Energy Information Administration
Federal Highway Administration
Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
Jointed Reinforced Concrete Pavement
Japan Environmental Management Association for Industry
Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
North American Industrial Classiﬁcation System
National Agricultural Statistics Service
Ofﬁce of Pipeline Safety
Regional Water Quality Control Plant
United States Environmental Protection Agency
United States Geological Survey
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment
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Part C: Copper Recycling in the State
of Connecticut
abstract
The recovery rate, recycling efficiency, and recycling rate for copper from in-use stock
discards were quantified for the State of Connecticut for the year 2000. With a
recovery rate of 84%, and recycling efficiency of 75%, the overall recycling rate was
found to be 63%. The overall recycling rate of both old and new scrap is therefore
estimated to be approximately 70%. Neglecting sewage sludge, the lowest recycling
rate occurred in end-of-life vehicles and waste from electronic and electrical
equipment (45%). The highest recycling rate occurs for copper derived from
infrastructural discards (95%).
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1.

overview

Copper, as a valuable material, commands a relatively strong price for its scrap form.
Not as rare as some metals (e.g., gold and platinum) or as abundant as others (e.g.,
aluminum and iron), it nonetheless exhibits the same characteristic of other metals in
that it takes less energy to produce copper from scrap than from ore. Therefore, as a
raw material resource, it can be quite useful to understand the state of copper
recycling.
Having quantiﬁed discard ﬂows in Connecticut (see Part B), they can then be
disaggregated between loss and recovery. Many deﬁnitions of various “recycling rates”
exist, and although certain deﬁnitions are becoming more widely accepted, debate
continues as to the details. In general, the ﬁrst stage in recycling is the actual recovery
of the scrap, while the second stage is the technological extraction of the metal from
the scrap. Sometimes this second stage is a non-event (e.g., plumbing tube), while at
other times it entails a major loss (e.g., copper extraction from vehicle shredding). The
ﬁrst stage is called the recovery rate. The second stage is the recycling efﬁciency.
Multiplying these together gives the total recycling rate. Details of the ratios are given
below (as adapted from Quinkertz et al. 2001 and Norgate 2004).
Recovery Rate = Amount of scrap recovered / total amount of available scrap
Recycling Efﬁciency = Amount of scrap melted / amount of scrap recovered
Recycling Rate = Amount of scrap melted / total amount of available scrap
Recycling Rate = Recovery Rate * Recycling Efﬁciency

methods
2.1 renovation and demolition debris (r&dd)
2.

2.1.1 Recovery Rate

The recovery rate of R&DD was determined by ﬁnding the recovery rate of each
individual category of R&DD. For HVAC, other built-in appliances, and mechanical
mobility transport (elevators, escalators, etc.), the recovery rate was assumed to be the
same as the steel recovery rate from construction and demolition debris and the
recovery rate of large appliances (both about 85%) (ARIC 2000; U.S.EPA 1998). The
recovery rate from Chromated Copper Arsenate (CCA) lumber was assumed to be
zero, as it cannot be burned and must be disposed of by landﬁlling in most cases (a
special incinerator can be used to reclaim heavy metals). Architectural scrap recovery
was assumed to be 85%, based upon interviews with demolition contractors, in which
they claimed that 80-90% of the “visible” copper is recovered. Wiring, plumbing, and
other hardware was assumed to have an overall recovery rate of 50% in demolitions
and renovations. This value of 50% is derived from the interviews with demolition
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contractors. A discrepancy arose between the generally claimed recovery rate of
copper (80-90%) and the actual amount of copper recovered from a typical structure.
Demolition contractors claimed to recover 40-100 lbs of Cu from a typical single
family home, though the CDA claims that a typical single-family house is comprised
of ~440 lbs of copper, giving a recovery rate more like 10-20%. A middle ground of
50% was selected for this analysis. Further study would be worthwhile to resolve this
discrepancy.
R&DD is somewhat special in that there are two clear actors in recovery: those ﬁrst
on the scene (predominantly demolition contractors), and the volume reduction
facilities which receive R&DD, process it, and then ship most of it off to a landﬁll.
Other actors may also add a third or fourth step in recovery, but it is unlikely this is
how the majority of R&DD is handled. Based upon the STAF estimate of 500 ppm
(mg/kg) copper concentration in Construction & Demolition Debris (C&DD)
applied to the total C&D/Oversized MSW (managed together in Connecticut and
called bulky waste, but is essentially C&D), a total amount of copper in the R&DD
headed to the landfill can be assessed. This calculation assumes that this
concentration applies to R&DD at the stage of the waste management stream in
which the total bulky waste is shipped to the landﬁll (after volume reduction and
material recovery). Total bulky waste in Connecticut is available in the Connecticut
Solid Waste Management Plan of 2006 (CT DEP 2006). Assuming this concentration
accounts for the total copper lost, than the volume reduction facilities would be
recovering approximately 75% of the copper they receive. This value has yet to be
veriﬁed. If it is not accurate, than it is likely true that more copper is being lost (and
less being recovered) than the present numbers indicate.
2.1.2 Recycling Efficiency

The recycling efﬁciency of plumbing tube, wire, and architectural copper is assumed
to be essentially 100%, as they are not intricately attached to other materials (e.g.,
alloyed). Other hardware, which contains a fair amount of brass hardware, is assumed
to have a 75% recycling efﬁciency. This would mean that for brass hardware, the
copper contained within brass has a 75% recycling efﬁciency when the object is
processed for metal recovery. Of course, the metal recycled would be brass, not
copper, but copper would nonetheless be recycled, so it is counted. The recycling
efﬁciency for copper of HVAC, other built-in appliances, and mechanical mobility
equipment is assumed to be the same as cooling appliances, at 65% (MalmgreenHansen and Nilsson 2005).

2.2

waste from electronic and electric equipment (weee)

2.2.1 Recovery Rate

The recovery rate of electronics and electrics varies somewhat between residential
and commercial equipment. For electronics, the recovery rate of all electronics was
assumed to be the same as that for computers (as recovery rates for other electronics
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were not found or produced). So while 11% of computers are recovered (as of 1998),
fully 80% of these computers are recovered from commercial sources (NSC 1999). A
second calculation, based upon actual data on electronics recovery in the municipal
solid waste stream, was also performed to ﬁnd the copper recovered in residential
electronic waste (CT DEP 2006b). For electrical equipment, 84% of major appliances
were recovered from all sources (ARIC 2000). This recovery rate was applied to all
electrical equipment, both residential and commercial. A reﬁned calculation could
separate small from large appliances, and electrics in municipal solid waste versus
other direct routes of recovery (retail take-back and utility recovery incentive
programs). In doing so, one would be able to utilize the facts that 67% of major
appliances are recovered that enter the municipal solid waste stream, and that only
2.2% of small appliances are recovered (US EPA 2003). No recovery rate of industrial
electrics was found or produced, so an assumption of 75% recovery was assumed.
2.2.2 Recycling Efficiency

The ability to extract copper from a computer is estimated at 90% (MCC 1996). This
recycling efﬁciency was assumed to be the same for all electronics. The recycling
efﬁciency of copper from cooling appliances has been estimated at 65% (MalmgreenHansen and Nilsson 2005). This recycling efﬁciency was applied to all electric
equipment.

2.3

sewage sludge (ss)

2.3.1 Recovery Rate

Ten percent of the sewage sludge in Connecticut is composted, while the remaining
90% is predominately either incinerated (74%) or exported (14%) (CT DEP 2006).
We were not able to determine the fate of exported sewage sludge (is it incinerated,
composted, landﬁlled?), so it is assumed that all exported sewage sludge is not
recovered. Connecticut law does not permit beneﬁcial reuse of the ash residue
produced from incinerated sewage sludge, so it is landﬁlled. Therefore, 10% of sewage
sludge is recovered, as composting is considered a form of recovery (i.e., reuse).
2.3.2 Recycling Efficiency

No signiﬁcant loss of copper is thought to occur during the composting process,
providing a 100% recycling efﬁciency for composted sewage sludge.

2.4

end-of-life vehicles (elv)

2.4.1 Recovery Rate

The recovery rate of automobiles is widely regarded to be about 95% (U.S. EPA 1996;
Ward’s 2005). Due to the low number of aircraft and the value of scrap aluminum
contained in their frames, it is assumed that the recovery rate for aircraft is as high as
for automobiles, or 95%. Marine vessel recovery varies depending upon the type of
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ship. All submarines are recovered, as a submarine has not been lost by the U.S. Naval
ﬂeet since the late 1960s, and the U.S. Navy has a special program called the Ship and
Submarine Recycling Program in which all decommissioned navy ships are carefully
dismantled. Recreational boats, with hulls constructed mostly of ﬁberglass or wood,
are often landﬁlled as bulky waste or scuttled in the sea (e.g., Rosynsky 2006).
It is actually quite unclear what happens to old boats, though the accumulation of
scuttled boats in some parts of the U.S. has reached large enough magnitudes to
become a problem. In contrast, many boat dismantling facilities exist for recreational
boats, and municipal solid waste facilities in high boating areas often offer
information on how to dispose of an old boat. Based upon all this anecdotal
information, it was assumed that recreational boats are recovered at a 50% rate. For
larger marine vessels such as ﬁshing vessels, barges, and tugs, a recovery rate of 75%
was assumed, as these boats are more worthwhile for recovery (called boat or ship
breaking) for their metal contents, though it is known that a number of these are
scuttled to produce artiﬁcial reefs or sink in accidents.
2.4.2 Recycling Efficiency

Automobiles are predominantly recycled in Connecticut by mechanical shredding,
which has a recycling efﬁciency for copper of between 40-60% (van Schaick 2004;
ICSG 2004; Zeltner et al. 1999). We use the recycling fraction of 0.47 for the actual
calculation (von Schaick 2004). Aircraft are dismantled by hand, so the recycling
efﬁciency of copper is likely to be higher than for automobiles. The demonstrated
total potential fraction of material recovery from aircraft is 0.85-0.95, so for copper it
is assumed to be a similar fraction, set at 90% for the calculation in this study. All
copper from submarines is assumed to be recycled, given the thorough nature of the
Navy’s Submarine Recycling Program, while 85% recycling efﬁciency is assumed for
copper recovered from recreational boats. No information was found or produced
regarding the recycling efﬁciency of copper from other large marine vessels, so the
recycling efﬁciency was arbitrarily set at 75%.

2.5

infrastructural discards (ss)

2.5.1 Recovery Rate

The recovery of copper from infrastructural waste is assumed to be 95%. This
informed estimate is based on interviews with SBC, United Illuminating, and
Connecticut Light & Power, all of whom indicate that copper wire/cable scrap is
entirely recovered, given the nature of heavy management of the wire that forms the
very basis of their business. Ninety-ﬁve percent is selected to allow for miscellaneous
losses. This recovery rate is extrapolated to apply to all infrastructural waste,
including copper tubing used in water distribution.
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2.5.2 Recycling Efficiency

Essentially all of the infrastructural waste is either copper wiring or copper tube, both
of which have very high recycling efﬁciencies. As with R&DD, the recycling efﬁciency
is set at 100%.

2.6

municipal solid waste

Vin Langone of Wheelabrator reports that 0.05% of the municipal waste received at
the Lisbon, CT waste-to-energy facility is composed of non-ferrous metals (Langone
2005). This value is assumed to apply to all waste-to-energy facilities in Connecticut.
A calculation applied to data obtained for the Bridgeport, CT Waste to Energy
RESCO facility indicated that copper comprised only .0001% of waste, which appears
to be unrealistically low. As such, assuming that 40% of the non-ferrous fraction of
municipal solid waste is comprised of copper (with much of the rest of the non
ferrous fraction as aluminum, with lower quantities of other metals), 02% Cu content
of municipal solid waste was assumed for the municipal solid waste that is lost into
incineration (incinerator ash is landﬁlled). The remaining municipal solid waste is
recovered between discard and incineration, likely at transfer facilities.
Due to the overlap of electronic and electrical waste with municipal solid waste,
this ﬁnal recovery rate number is not used, as essentially all copper in municipal solid
waste is either R&DD or WEEE, the recovery rates of which are already assessed, hav
ing factored in the waste regardless of whether it ends up in the bulky waste, munic
ipal solid waste, electronic waste, or other waste stream in Connecticut. As for the
other metal not accounted for that enters municipal solid waste, it is presently
assumed all of this copper is lost, with no recovery.

2.7

hazardous waste

This category is not analyzed, as copper cyanide discards are not quantiﬁed.

2.8

industrial waste

This category of waste does not arise from in-use discards, but rather
manufacturing/fabrication discards, so the recycling rate is not explicitly quantiﬁed
here. Obsolete machinery does arise from in-use discards, and is incorporated into
the WEEE number. A rough calculation is performed, combining Toxic Release
Inventory (TRI) data (which disaggregates copper discards from large producers)
with the old scrap recycling rate, to produce a rough approximation of the overall
recycling rate (old and new scrap) in Connecticut.

3.

results

The disaggregated copper ﬂows for each independent waste stream are given in
Table 1. The recycling efﬁciency of sewage sludge is 100% since once the sludge is
recovered for composting, no other extraction step is required. Waste from
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infrastructure is essentially either wire or tube, both of which have technological
recycling efﬁciencies near 100% due to their non-alloyed nature. Though most of the
copper in vehicles is recovered, much is lost during technological extraction. The
present recovery rate for renovation and demolition debris is optimistic, as it assumes
that the copper concentration used in the literature refers to post-recovery steps (e.g.,
what would be observed from sampling R&DD at the transfer station ready to head
to the landﬁll).
Table 1

Summary of recovery rate, recycling efficiency, and recycling rate for each
independent waste stream. The top half of the chart reports total copper mass
flow, while the bottom half reports copper mass flow on a per capita basis.
Recovery Rate

Connecticut

Lost
Cu kg/yr

End of Life Vehicles 239,968
Sewage Sludge
95,476
Waste from
Electronics and
Electrics
1,423,739
Renovation &
Demolition Debris
(w/o new clippings) 819,387
Infrastructural
Discards
117,707
TOTAL
2,696,277

Recycling Efﬁ ciency

Recycling Rate

Recovery
Stream
Cu kg/yr

Lost from
Recovery
Stream
Cu kg/yr

Recycled
from
Recovery
Stream
Cu kg/yr

Total
Lost
Cu kg/yr

Total
Recovered
Cu kg/yr

3,664,256
10,608

1,903,746
0

1,760,510
10,608

2,143,714
95,476

1,760,510
10,608

3,115,202

1,069,918

2,045,284

2,493,657

2,045,284

5,408,999

635,756

4,773,243

1,455,143

4,773,243

2,236,439
14,435,504

0
3,609,420

2,236,439
10,826,084

117,707
6,305,697

2,236,439
10,826,084

Connecticut per capita
Cu (kg/yr)/
person

End of Life Vehicles
Sewage Sludge
Waste from Electronics
and Electrics
Renovation &
Demolition Debris
(w/o new clippings)
Infrastructural Discards
TOTAL

Cu (kg/yr)/
person

Cu (kg/yr)/
person

0.07
0.03

1.08
0.00

0.56
0.00

0.52
0.00

0.63
0.03

0.52
0.00

0.42

0.91

0.31

0.60

0.73

0.60

0.24
0.03
0.79

1.59
0.66
4.24

0.19
0.00
1.06

1.40
0.66
3.18

0.43
0.03
1.85

1.40
0.66
3.18
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Table 2 The recovery rate, recycling efficiency, and recycling rates for Connecticut’s copper
in-use stock discards. The recycling rate is found by multiplying the recovery rate
by the recycling efficiency.
Recovery Rate

Recycling Efﬁ ciency

Recycling Rate

End of Life Vehicles

94%

48%

45%

Sewage Sludge

10%

100%

10%

Waste from Electronics
and Electrics

69%

66%

45%

Renovation & Demolition
Debris (w/o new clippings)

87%

88%

77%

Infrastructural Discards

95%

100%

95%

84%

75%

63%

TOTAL

Taking into account new scrap produced from manufacturing (as reported in TRI
data for large producers) and the new scrap clippings produced during construction,
an overall recycling rate of copper for Connecticut is approximated at ~70%.
The largest error associated with these estimates is likely due to the recovery rate
of the largest discard ﬂow, R&DD, the complications of which have been discussed. A
sensitivity analysis, wherein the volume reduction facilities were assumed to recover
no copper, reduces the overall old scrap recycling rate to 54% (74% overall recovery
and 72% recycling efﬁciency), with an overall recycling rate of copper (new and old
scrap) for Connecticut approximated at ~65%. As such, it appears that the true old
scrap recycling rate in Connecticut falls within the range 60% +/- 10%, with the true
overall (new and old scrap) copper recycling rate falling within 65% +/- 10%.

4.

discussion

The recovery rate of copper in Connecticut would appear to be quite good at 84%,
matching the recovery rate found for New Haven (84%), and far exceeding the
recovery rate of 42% for the entire U.S.A. (Gordon et al. 2004). However, this rate lags
the 97% recovery rate observed in Sofia, Bulgaria (Dimitrova et al. 2007).
Technological extraction of Connecticut’s copper once recovered lags behind the
efﬁciency of recovery. The resulting overall (old and new scrap) recycling rate, ~70%,
has no other comparable reference. No other recycling rate is known for the USA,
though the USGS estimates 30% (USGS 2002). However, this rate is more accurately
called a return rate, as it is inﬂuenced by the lifespan of products. Return rates tend
to underestimate the true recycling rate of products that have longer lifetimes
(Norgate 2004).

5.

conclusion

The value of the “recycling rate” of any metal, not just copper, appears to depend
heavily upon how one deﬁnes the rate. Methodology and error play a secondary role
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in deﬁning the accuracy of the results. We try to use a modern deﬁnition of recycling
rate, and report both recovery rate and recycling efﬁciency numbers. More room
certainly exists not only to reﬁne our reported recycling rate, which may vary by up
to +/- 15%, but to conduct other case studies in order to better understand and
quantify the metal material waste stream.

acronyms
AHAM
ARIC
ASTM
AWWA
BTS
CBECS
CCEA
CDA
CTA
CT DEP
CT DOL
CT DOT
CT DPH
CT DPS
CT DPUC
EIA
FHWA
HVAC
ICSG
JRCP
JEMAI
MCC
MECS
NAICS
NASS
NSC
OPS
RWGCP
TRI
US EPA
USGS
WEEE

Association of Home Appliance Manufacturers
Appliance Recycling Information Center
American Society for Testing and Materials
American Water Works Association
Bureau of Transportation Statistics
Commercial Buildings Energy Consumption Survey
Connecticut Center for Economic Analysis
Copper Development Association
Center for Transportation Analysis
Connecticut Department of Environmental Protection
Connecticut Department of Labor
Connecticut Department of Transportation
Connecticut Department of Public Health
Connecticut Department of Public Safety
Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control
Energy Information Administration
Federal Highway Administration
Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning
International Copper Study Group
Jointed Reinforced Concrete Pavement
Japan Environmental Management Association for Industry
Microelectronics and Computer Technology Corporation
Manufacturing Energy Consumption Survey
North American Industrial Classiﬁcation System
National Agricultural Statistics Service
National Safety Council
Ofﬁce of Pipeline Safety
Regional Water Quality Control Plant
Toxic Release Inventory
United States Environmental Protection Agency
United States Geological Survey
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment
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